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FOREWORD
In conjunction with their researches into the activities of Sir Francis
Drake at Nova Albion and Drakes Bay, the Drake Navigators Guild also
has investigated the circumstances surrounding Sebastian Rodriguez
Cenneno's enforced sojourn at the same place 16 years after Drake's
departure for the Indies .
Although Cermeno's campsite still remains to be found, the Guild's
research and field work have clarified many obscure passages in the old
chronicles, and have uncovered many hitherto unknown facts about this
unfortunate venture.
Numerous evidences of Cenneno's stay exist and should be preserved;
there is no doubt that much more evidence remains to be found on Limantour Spit and in its immediate vicinity. At least a dozen Indian middens
dating from the time of Drake and Cermefio have been excavated and have
yielded many artifacts which are attributable to one or both of their visits.
The story of cermeiios voyage and shipwreck at Drakes Bay, together
with the Drake voyage and explorations, are a stirring legacy from the
Great Age of Exploration. Drakes Bay itself, by virtue of being the scene of
a momentous event on each of these voyages, is a focal point of history,
and as such, an ever presentreminderofour colorful heritage from the past.
In the following pages the Guild retraces Cermeno' s explorations through
his and contemporary accounts and locates the general area of his campsite
and the wreck of his ship at Drakes Bay. The conclusions represent the
combined researches and opinions of past and present members, most notably
Matthew P. Dillingham, Robert W. Allen, Robert W. Parkinson, and the
author. Edward P. Von der Parten has made valuable contributions by his
archeaological work in the Indian middens. Each of these people has
explored all or parts of the area under discussion, and their own knowledge or that of long time residents in the area has been of great value to
this study.
The Drake Navigators Guild emphasizes the importance of this historical heritage for the inspiration of future generations.
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INTRODUCTION
To unravel the tangled skein of events and objectives surrounding the
voyage of Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno in 1595 entails a comprehensive
study outside the scope of this paper, but a brief background is necessary
to orient his activity at Drakes Bay within the historical context of the time.
Although very much a part of the history of Spanish exploration of the northwest coast, Cenneno was far from being a pioneer discoverer. His voyage
followed the Cabrillo and Ferrelo expedition to these parts .bd fifty-two
years. That expedition explored this coast to as high as 41 latitude and
had sailed beyond to 4 2° in the winter of 154 2-43. The first of the Philippine ships, the fabled Manila Galleons, had opened the route across the
North Pacific in 1565, forty years before Cermeno. By 1595 the trade was
well established, with several ships a year making the round trip between
Acapulco, Mexico, and Manila. In the year that Cenneno made his voyage,
four galleons had sailed from the Philippines for Acapulco.
Curiously, the purposeofCenneiio's expedition is identified in his
official Declaracion in witness of the discoveries to be made as the new
discovery of the coast of New Spain, an expression which raises an interesting point of speculation. In a literal sense this statement is enough,
but Henry R. Wagner sheds some light on what the intent may have been in
this case. In writing on the Spanish discovery and occupation of the Philippines, he mentions that "discovery" in those days meant "taking pos1
session." The right of Spanish possession on the northwest coast was a
sore point at this time. After Drake's return to England in 1580, Queen
Elizabeth openly challenged the Spanish ambassador to England, Bernardino
de Mendoza, on Spain's right to lands not occupied by them.z Although
Cabrillo had sailed up to these parts in 1542, he was not able to land to
take possession and there is an allusion to the contemporary English thinking
on this in The World Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake which attempts to
defend Drake's claim to Nova Albion: The Spaniards never had any dealings,
or so much as set foote in this country, the utmost of their discoveries
reaching only to many degrees southward of this place.
It is hard to believe that Cenneiio was not aware that Drake had taken
possession of this coast in a harbor useful to all his needs, at or near 38
degrees of latitude. Though it may have been merely a routine action,
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .•.. , p. 102
2. William Camden's account of Francis Drake's voyage
Wagner, Sir Francis Drake's Voyage .•.• , p.317
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. Cermeno lost no time in officially taking witnessed possession on shore
at his first opportunity to land at Drakes Bay.
Renewed Spanish interest in discovery on the northwest coast of
America began shortly after the Philippine trade became established and
was coincident with a revival of interest in the Northwest Passage. In
1568 Captain Juan de la Isla proposed to the King of Spain a voyage of
exploration from the Philippines via China as far to the north as possible
and thence to the northwest coast with particular emphasis .on finding the
1
passage.
In 1572 he was accordingly appointed captain of an expedition
to put his proposal into effect. His instructions called for him to take
note of what lay between China and North America and then note what
there was on the North American coast down to and including the earlier
discoveries of Cabrillo. Isla was unfortunately refused a ship in Manila
and the project thereby came to naught. For the next decade occasional
galleons returning to MeXico from the Philippines sighted the northwest
coast but stayed well off shore, taking no unnecessary risks with their
precious cargoes or passengers.
In 157 8 the wall of secrecy around the "Spanish Lake", the exclusive
South Sea, as the Pacific Ocean was then generally known was breached
by an English expedition commanded by Francis Drake who proceeded to
range the west coast of the Americas from the southernmost tip to a point
on North America somewhat beyond the explorations of Cabrillo. He
claimed the entire northern portion of the continent for his Sovereign,
naming it Nova Albion. Thomas Cavendish followed Drake by eight years
and wreaked havoc with the Spanish Settlements in Chile, Peru, and
Central America. At the tip of Lower California, November 4, 1587,
Cavendish captured and burned the richly laden Manila Galleon, Santa
Ana. Cermeno, then a man probably in his late twenties or early thirties,
appears to have been a pilot on the ill-fated vessel. Coincidentally, two
other men who were also to figure in the story of Spanish exploration and
discovery pn the northwest coast were also on board: one was Sebastian
Vizcaino, returning from Manila as a merchant with a great deal
treasure and merchandise; the other was the Greek pilot, Juan de Fuca who
in 1592 was to discover the strait that now bears his name. Through
Vizcaino's resourcefulness, the still burning hulk of the ship was saved,
the fires extinguished, and in it the crew and passengers who had been
marooned by Cavendish sailed on to Acapulco.

9'

1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ........... ., p .127
2. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ..•...••..•. , p .155
3. Wagner, Sir Francis Drake's Voyage Around the World, p.477.
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Drake's activities on the northwest coast do not seem to have given
1
the Spaniards cause for immediate concern, but when after his return to
England, the English put in effect plans for following up his opening of
the spice trade, the Spaniards were provoked to quick reaction. One result was the dispatch of a costly and futile expedition into the South
Atlantic to close the Straits of Magellan.
New English voyages were planned for finding a Northwest Passage,
including a search from the Pacific side. Whether Englandwould benefit
from a settlement at Nova Albion depended upon the discovery of such a
passage. Aside from the strategic value of such a settlement controlling
the Western entrance, there was no economic value in such a remote outpost. Men in high office in Mexico, and probably Spain as well, also
realized the logistical problems in supporting such an outpost, and as
long as the passage remained unfound, the Spanish possessi;2lns in the
Pacific and the trade with the Orient were relatively secure.
In the
years before Drake's voyage of 1577-80, such a passage would have
been a great convenience for Spain and her Pacific possessions. Now
from the Spanish point of view the discovery was something to be avoided,
and to make the matter worse, if the passage did exist, it would be found
in territory claimed by England, no longer an innocuous power. Spanish
discoverers would need to be careful to give foreigners no assistance
through their own explorations. The Viceroy of Mexico, Conde de Monterey
was of the opinion that it would be unwise to find something too far north
that might awaken someone still asleep.
Cermeno's voyage was a result of a plan first proposed in 1585 by
Francisco Gali, noted Spanish pilot and cosmographer to the then Viceroy
of Mexico, Pedro Moya y Contreras, 3 who was at that time building two
small vessels on his own authority to make a reconnaissance of the northwest <1toast. The Viceroy advised the King in a letter dated January 22,
1585, that he was building the vessels to remedy the difficulties of the
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ..•..•..•• , p. 284
2. These views are expressed by the Viceroy, Marques de Montesclaros,
in a letter to the King, July 30, 1604, and similarly by the Conde de
Monterey. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ... ,p. 27 2 and 284 respectively.
3. Moya y Contreras was the first Inquisitor-General of the Holy Office
in Mexico and at the time of his appointment to Viceroy in September,
1584, he was Archbishop of the Audiencia. After the death of the
Viceroy, Conde de Coruna in June, 1583, the Audiencia (Supreme
Court) had been left in charge of affairs in Mexico until his appointment as Viceroy.
4. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .......... ,p.132
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navigation from the Philippines for lack of ports on that coast, and so
'that your Majesty may have the knowledge of all that coast which some
say runs on to join the mainland o~ China, and others that it terminates
in a strait called 'Anian' which contillues to and ends near Ireland.
Gali had just returned from the Philippines, having sighted the coast of
California at about 371/2°, and had made an account of his coasting
1
from the,·e to Acapulco.
It was hi.s opinion that the Viceroy could obtain
better results by setting out from the Philippines and approaching the
North American coast from the highest possible latitude, thence exploring
southward to Acapulco.
Vvhether Moya y Contreras was influenced by Drake's discovery of
a port on that coast where none had been found before, cannot be said
with certainty, although by the time of Cermeno' s voyage, the details
were known in England and probably in Spain as well. There is a fair
chance, however, that the Viceroy was influenced by another circumstance related to Drake's sojourn there. Father Jeronimo de Za.rate Salmeron, writing about 1626 relates that a foreign pilot named N. de Morena
or Morera (spelled both ways) had been left by Drake at California and in
four years time had walked back to Mexico. z Of greatest interest, aside
from Morena's account -of having found many great inlets and harbors on
his journey, was his claim to have discovered an arm of the sea at the
place where Drake left him which he believed to be the Strait of Anian,
that is, the Northwest Passage. It also seemed to Morena that the Gulf
of California continued to the north to connect with the harbor where
Drake had left him ashore.
Although this account is tenuous and probably comes down to us at
third or fourth hand, and as told by Fr. Salmeron is very brief, it merits
attention and further research. Henry R. Wagner, in his book Sir Francis
Drake's Voyage Around the World, points out that some confirmation is
given to the story by the fact that when Drake raided Guatulco, Mexico,
some of the sailors in a vessel anchored there thought the name of Drake's
pilot was Morera. The identification of name and profession is certainly
singular. A full translation of the account is contained in the Appendices.
Father Salmeron's account of Morena's story states that since the pilot
was very sick, he was put ashore to "see if the airs of the land would give
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ••..•.•.•• ,p.l33
2. Documentos oara la historia de Mexico, Series, III, Torno IV. Translated in The Land of Sunshine: The Magazine of California and the
West, February, 1900. Vol. 12:3
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him life." In a few days time he recovered his health. Whatever the
. circumstances that led to Morena's taking his chances on walking back
to Mexico, it was inevitable that in doing so, he·would discover the
Golden Gate and San Francisco Bay. The immense scope of the northern
end of the bay leading into San Pablo Bay, and the Delta country is of
such nature, that it could give the impression of being the much soughtfor Northwest Passage which Drake made no secret of seeking. The southern end of the bay is also of such extent that it could have suggested a
connection with the Gulf of California. The northern termination of the
Gulf was not known in the late 16th century, and· Morena probably did not
see the southern end of San Francisco Bay or have any certain indication
of an ending to the Gulf of California. After he crossed San Francisco
Bay, his natural inclination would be to go out to the sea coast where he
could be certain of his route.
Morena would have reached Mexico in 1583 or 1584. He appears to
have followed the California coast south to some point near the head of
the Gulf of California, then .down the eastern shore of the Gulf to a point
where he crossed inland to Santa Barbara in Chihuahua, and thence to
Sombrerete where he gave a long natTative to Captain Rodrigo del Rio,
Govemor of New Galicia. His story of finding the Northwest Passage
was one that the Spanish authorities could not afford to have circulated.
Moreno might be either mistaken or a liar, but, on the other hand the English
might have already had wind of it. The dilemma was met by imposing secrecy
and awaiting further developments.
Significantly, there is a new aspect to the northwest exploration ex1
pressed in the conclusion of Moya y Contreras' letter of 1585 to the King:
'Besides what has been said, this voyage may have another result, namely
that by this way and at less cost than by land it will be possible to communicate with and serve New Mexico while being settled as, according to
the account of Antonio de Espejo which I sent your Majesty in the Flota,
it is understood to be very near the coast.
Espejo's discoveries in the
southwest of North America made a considerable stir in Old Mexico at this
time because of the prospect of new gold and silver mines being found
there.
From the middle of the 16th century a persf stent rumor was current of
a populous and rich settlement named Quivira supposedly situated on a
river located on the northwest coast of North America. The general belief
was that there was such a town in about 40°, later it was moved to a point
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages •••••.•••• , p.132
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'

in the Straits of Anian, that is, the supposed Northwest Passage. Shortly
·after the Spanish voyages of discovery to this coast were abandoned,
Father de la Ascension asserted in his account of Vizcaino's expedition
that the .real reason for that expedition was to look for the city of Quivira
1
which they believed they would find on a large river.
Even though the great cost and exertion of these voyages demanded
practical results of predictable value beforehand, such as the improvement
of the navigation from the Philippines, it is true that the lure of profit
from the unknowns to be discovered acted as a great stimulant to both the
organizers and prosecutors of the voyages. By way of speculation, we
may surmise that the disclosure of finding a great inlet or river disemboguing in a relatively low latitude somewhere between 38° and 40° would
be too much to ignore. Otherwise,this coast was already known to some
extent late in the sixteenth century, and even though ports were found,
none appear to have been used by the Manila Galleons, for on reaching
the coast, their captains preferred to continue on their course to Acapulco
with the prevailing winds, arriving in about tv,enty-five or thirty days . z
In any event, adopting Gali 's suggestion, Moya abandoned construction of the two vessels he intended for the exploration of the northwest
coast and sent Gali back to the Philippines to make the recommended
voyage. Unfortunately, Gali died in the Philippines before he could return. Pedro de Unamuno, who was appointed to succeed him could obtain only
a small and inadequate vessel, and on October 17, 1587 barely managed
to reach the California coast in 351/2° latitude, where he landed and
then made a partial survey of the coast southward to Acapulco:> Upon
his return, the succeeding Viceroy of Mexico, Marques de Villamanrique,
was unsympathetic with the objectives of the voyage, and the Spanish
government in Madrid discontinued further efforts until Luis de Velasco
was appointed Viceroy of Mexico in 1590.
Luis de Velasco was the son and namesake of the second Viceroy of
Mexico who initiated the Spanish occupation of the Philippines in 1564.
Velasco came to Mexico with his father as a child and spent his youth and
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .•..•..••. ,
2. This was divulged at some length by the Marques de Monteclaros,
-Viceroy of Mexico, in a letter to the King, May 24, 1607 and a somewhat similar opinion by the Marques de Villamanrique, Viceroy of
Mexico, in a letter to the King, May 10, 1586. Translations were
published by Henry R. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .••. ,p.153 and 277.
3. A facsimile and a translation of Unamuno's account was published by
Wagner, Spanish Voyages .• ,Chapt.VIII p.481, to 504.
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young manhood there. At the time of Drake's entry into the harbor of
. Guatulco in the Gulf of Tehuantepec, he held the post of Regidor (Prefect)
in Mexico City. When word was received of Drake's foray he begged the
Viceroy Don Martin Enriquez for permission to pursue and intercept the
Englishman, but his request was denied. He accurately predicted that
Drake would sail north in search of the strait of which he had often spoken
to his Spanish prisoners, and that, failing to find it he would take shelter
in a port and prepare his ship and company for the long voyage to the Moluccas and thence home via the Cape of Good Hope.
Velasco's excessive zeal in pressing his opinions and suggestions
aroused the displeasure of Martin Enriquez so that he was obliged to leave
the country and return to Spain, where he soon gained the favor and patronage of the King, Philip II.
As Viceroy, Velasco at once interested himself in the trade between
Mexico and the Philippines and in a letter dated 25 May 1591 expressed
his concern about the arduous voyage from the islands and the lack of
ports on the northwest coast suitable for making repairs and replenishment
of food and water. He further remarked that he would endeavor to have a
voyage made south along this coast to obtain knowledge of any such ports
if it could be dcne without undue cost. It was not until 17 January 1594,
however, that the voyage was approved by the King.
Like Pedro Moya y Contreras, Velasco was not one to wait for permission to take action as it was during this period that Juan de Fuca according
to his account to Michael Lok, an Englishman, made his voyage to the
northwest coast in 159 2 in the service of Spain. He related that he had
sailed in a small caravel from Mexico, along the Mexican and California
coasts until he found a broad inlet of the sea between 47° and 48°, which
agrees reasonably well with the strait named for him. He spent more than
twenty days exploring within the strait. Unfortunately, Juan de Fuca
pleaded in vain in Mexico for two years to be rewarded for the discovery
of the strait and his "Inland Sea," and subsequently at the Spanish court,
where he was well received though not materially benefitted . 1
On October 5, 1593, Velasco acknowledged the receipt of a cedula
ordering him to make the voyage he had proposed in his letter of 1591, 2
but he now informed the King that there was a difficulty due to lack of
funds, possibly one reason Juan de Fuca was not given any reward beyond
l. Dr. Bernard Berenson, The Controversy of Juan de Fuca's Claim to
the Discoverv of the Strait Bearing His Name, special publication of
the Nautical Research Guild, 1950.
2. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .••••••••• , p.l54
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his ordinary salary as commander of his expedition.
He wrote that there was a man, possibly Cermeno, willing to undertake the task on condition that he be allowed to take along money and
trade in the ports that he might discover, but that he was suspicious of
his proposal and did not accept the offer as it might lead to great inconveniences. However, he thought that by limiting the amount of money
carried and prohibiting trade in any port that might be discovered, something might be negotiated. January 17, 1594, the King ordered the voyage
to be made under these limitations.
·
Whatever the results of Juan de Fuca's unrewarded voyage may have
been, aside from the discovery of his strait, Velasco was now committed
to proceed with his intentions of 1591. Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno was
appointed to make the voyage and was offered the privilege of carrying
certain cargo on the return voyage to earn the freight. Velasco purchased
a vessel named the San Pedro for his purpose, and Cermeno accordingly
s~iled from Acapulco March 21, 1594, as pilot of the ship with orders to
the Governor of the Philippines to furnish him with whatever was necessary
to further his voyage. For some reason, the San Pedro was not used for
the return voyage, and the Philippines Governor made a contract with Pedro
Sarmiento, a well known Philippine captain, to furnish the San Agustin, a
small vessel of not over 200 tons.
Little is known of Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno. He was appointed as
captain for the voyage on the basis of his professional skill. Luis de Val·asco in a letter of recommendation to the King, April 6, 1594, stated that
although he was a Portuguese, he was very skilled in navigation, and that,
besides, there were no Spaniards in the profession to make the discovery;
he probably meant that at that time there were no pilots available in Mexico
competent for this particular task. As previously mentioned, he was probably the same man as a Sebastian Rodriguez, a pilot on the Manila Galleon,
Santa Ana, when that vessel was captured by Thomas Cavendish in 1587
and may have been the same Captain Sebastian Rodriguez named in the
court records in Manila in 1625. Cermeno's real name was Rodriguez, the
former no doubt being his mother's name, sometimes spelled Sermefio or
1
Zermeno.
The modem spelling, Cermefio, has been in long use, however,
and is therefore employed throughout this paper.
July 5, 1595, the San Agustin sailed from Manila with Cermei'io as
Captain and Chief Pilot with 130 tons of cargo, some passengers, and a
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .•••.••••• ,p.368.
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1
small company of soldiers to accompany the exploration.
Not least im. portant in her burden was a launch carried in sections that was to be
assembled on the North American Coast at the first opportunity for use in
reconnoitering the shores at close range. The voyage wus delayed a few
days enroute by an enforced stop at the island of Mindoro to careen the
ship and recaulk leaking seams, but otherwise proceeded resolutely
eastward. August 13th, a gale from the north with a beam sea was encountered which obliged Cermeno to jettison some of his deck cargo.
Cermeno's orders apparently required him to begin his exploration in the
latitude of 42 near Cape Mendocino, as once reaching that latitude he
apparently made no attempt to gain more northing. He stated in his own
account that he had complied in every respect with his orders and instructions from the king.
Cermeno reached latitude 42° north late in October und on October
29th, in full 42°, with a favorable wind, cloudy weather and calm sea he
proceeded cautiously toward the coast he now sensed to be near, striking
sail at night, and continually casting the lead. Saturday morning, November 4th, 1595, land appeared and by evening of that day he was within
a half league of the shore somewhere between Point St. George and Trinidad
Head.
Cermeno coasted down to Drakes Bay in a relatively short time, due
in part to being driven before a northwest gale, and came to anchor there
November 6th. It is ironic that in this bay discovered by Francis Drake,
the San Agustin was driven ashore by a late November storm - a total loss on the same beach on which Drake had encamped. By good fortune, the
launch that hadbeen brought out from the Philippines was nearly completed
at the time of the disaster and the entire company was able to embark in
her and continue on to Mexico where they landed at Puerta de Chacala
January 17th, 1596. In spite of the difficulty imposed by the loss of the
ship, Cermeno attempted to fulfill the object of the voyage, but it was
almost hopeless due to the hardships suffered by his people for lack of
sufficient food and the overloading of the launch. Long before reaching
Mexico, the effort was given over to reaching civilization as quickly as
possible. Cermeno's failure to definitively explore the entire coast was
a great disappointment to Luis de Velasco and the officials in Mexico; it
was felt that he had necessarily seen very little of the coast because he
1 • A summary of Cermeno' s account of the voyage to the California coast
and a facsimile and translation of the Declaracions made by Cermeno
to his scrivener, Pedro de Lugo were published by Wagner in Spanish
Voyages ••..• ,Chapter.IX and p.505 to 531 inc.
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had coasted from point to point in the launch and had not explored the
• coasts and bays in order to relieve the hardships on his people.
Had Cermeno's voyage proceeded as planned with the launch concentrating on exploration close inshore, it is highly probable that the Golden
Gate would have been found while the San Agustin stood off. The course
of history might have been vastly different if San Francisco Bay had been
discovered one hundred and seventy-four years earlier than the Portola
expedition of 1769. Unlike the people on that expedition, who discovered
it from the land on a different mission, the men of the sixteenth century
were in an exploring mood and had long been conditioned to finding such a
waterway as this. Also, there was a longstanding element of "gold fever"
in the New World, and at' this time particularly, tales were current of rich
cities and mines yet to be found north of Mexico. As it turned out, C ermeno
crossed the Gulf of the Farallones from Point R:eyes to Point Ano Nuevo,
.• , .• without discovering in all this distance anything worth noting down.
On November 26, 1597, Velasco's successor, the Conde de Monterey,
again broached the subject of a voyage tci the King, stating that the object
sought by Cermefio' s expedition was still of grea~ importance and recommending that the voyage commence from Mexico.
Again, there were many
delays, and after the order to proceed was finally given in 159 9, it was
not until May 5, 1602, that the expedition under Sebastian Vizcaino got
under way from Acapulco to continue the exploration of the northwest coast.
In a letter written May 31, 1602, the Conde de Monterey, as his predecessors, hoped for the discovery of some good port where the ships from
China (Philippine Islands) could find relief, and like Moya y Contreras
seventeen years before, he wro~e that he had an expectation of other news
of importance from the voyage.
This other news of importance was presumably in respect to the legendary City of Quivira which Father de la
Ascension disclosed afterwards was the real objective of the voyage.
Vizcaino crossed the Gulf of the Farallones in January of 1603 and
apparently took note of the coast but either failed to attach any importance
to the opening in the coast range that is the Golden Gate or failed to see
anything of it at all. He put into Drakes Bay January 8th, coming to anchor in the southwest corner of the bay, and departed the following day
without making a landing. On returning from Cape Mendocino he ran
along the coast again to see what might have been missed. Father de la
1. Wagner, Spanish Voyages ••••• , p.l68.
2. Wagner, Spani.sh Voyages ..... ,p.l76.
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Ascension stated optimistically that •.. as the wind was northwest and
astern the voyage was made with ease and without difficulty, so that
there was not an inch of the country along all thu"t coast, so to speak,
which was not seen and well inspected. 1
Under both of the above circumstances, fog cannot be blamed for
failure to see the Golden Gate; there is no mention of it. With a northwest wind, the weather on this coast is normally clear. In the derrotC'ro,
or coast pilot, prepared by Vizcaino's pilot, Francisco Bolanos, and
Father de la Ascension, the coast is described from Point Reyes to Point
Ano Nuevo:
From the Punta de los Reyes about fourteen leagues southeast a quarter south there is a point. Before reaching it the country
consists in places of sierra, bare to the sea and of medium height with
some cliffs, but soon the country inside becomes massive and wooded
until_yg_uleach a point of low land in 37 1/2°named the Punta de Ano
Nuevo.
The failure to notice the Golden Gate can be explained by the
fact that both expeditions crossed the Gulf of the Farallones in such a
manner that the innermost part of the gulf was between twelve and twenty
or more miles distance from them. If the Golden Gate was not obscured
by haze, its water surface, at least, was well below the horizon due to
the curvature of the earth, as even at mast-head height from Vizcaino's
ship, the distance of visibility to the horizon is about nine miles; much
less from Cermei'io's launch.3 Also, the mile wide gap in the coastal
range of hills and mountains that is the entrance to San Francisco Bay
appears relatively insignificant at this distance.
With Vizcaino's voyage, exploration of this coast came. to an end
until Spain was confronted with Russian intrusion from the north in the
latter part of the 18th century. The much sought for ports were discovered
but apparently never used until late in the 18th century. Morena's strait,
which may have had much to do with inspiring. these voyages, would have
to wait for rediscovery from the land side.
A fitting memorial to these intrepid voyagers to this coast is provided
in the words of Fr. de 1a Ascension, who writes of Vizcaino's voyage but
has some word for the others as well: With what I have related in this
account and discourse, it seems to me that I have made the valor and
spirit of our Spaniards understood, especially of those who went on this
l. Translation of Father de la Ascenion's account of the voyage of
Sebastian Vizcaino. Wagner, Spanish Voya"8s .•. ,Chapter XI, p. 180.
2. Bola nos-Ascension Derrotero. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .•• ,Appendix

VII.
3. Table 8, Distance of Visibility of Objects at Sea. American Practical
Navigator. Bowditch, H. 0. No. 9.
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expedition, as they accomplished with much labor and fatigue an enter• prise so difficult that, of the five or six times in which it has been tried,
none had accomplished it until on this occasion; nor even the half of it,
although it seemed to those who had attempted it that they had done all
that the E)panish nation could humanly do. Those who went on this expedition can very well be proud of their accomplishment ..••..•
All of the Cermeno expedition accounts used in this study are from
the translations of Henry R. Wagner which were published either in his
article, The Voyage to California of Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno in
1595 l or in his book, Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast of
Am~ica in the Sixteenth Century, 2 under the auspices of the California
Historical Society. All of the documents used by Wagner were found in
the archives of Seville. Unfortunately, the details concerning the loss
of the San Agustin do not appear to have been sent to Spain. It is certain,
however, that some testimony was taken, both at the time of the wreck by
the King's scrivener and at an inquiry convened upon the return of the expedition to Mexico. The two Declaracions in the Archives made by the
scrivener are copies, wherein it was a simple matter to leave out the
account of the wreck. Cermeno' s own account, of which there are two
original copies not in his handwriting but signed by him, also omits a deposition on the loss of the ship.
The reason for not including information concerning the loss of the
San Agustin can only be conjectured, but the most compelling apparent
reason was that the wreck represented salvage potential. The possibility
·that this was the case is suggested in Father de la Ascension's account
of the Vizcaino expedition in which he wrote that Vizcaino had put into
Drakes B"iy to see if he could find any trace of the San Agustin and a
quantity of wax and silks that had been left on shore. In this light there
may have been deliberate intent on the part of persons having a vested
interest in the ship and goods to keep the true nature of the loss from
becoming known to others who might attempt to salvage the wreck.

1. Published in the California Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. III,
1924.
2. Published by the California Historical Society, 19 29.
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DISCOVERY OF DRI\KES BAY

On a Saturday morning, November 4, 1595, Cermeno sighted California,
or New Spain as he called it, where the coast trended north·-south and
where the end of the land bore north a quarter northeast in the latitude
of 42°, the highest latitude reached. 1 If we make allowance for his observed latitudes being generally too high, it is evident that he made his
landfall between Point St. George and Trinidad Head, which agrees well
with his supplementary descriptions of the shore; 2 The Ja,nd which appeared was between two capes, about twenty leagues a;:Jart. 3 From the western
part the coast tren:ls north a cruarter northeast. .. lt was the hour of the
angelus when we came within a league of the land, which anpeared to be
mountainous and heavily forested with trees which co~ld not be distinguished. Among them were many nine trees growing very thickly near the sea
and inland, 4 which were made out as we went 90asting along near the
_shore to see where there might possibly be found conveniences and a safe
port in which to enter a!}d make the launch with which to prosecute the
reconnaisance. Many 'fires were seen that night on the coast and inland. 5
The land which appeared that morning, perhaps at sunrise, would have
been the exceptionally high, mountainous country near the coast between
Point St. George and Trinidad Head with numerous elevations of 4, 000 to
5, 000 feet and over. In clear weather these mountains can be seen for at
least sixty miles at sea and this would account for the information that,
although Germe no went approaching the land as much as he could that day,
he barely succeeded in reaching it that night.
A plot of Germe no's soundings, coupled with the fact that he was able
to note the trend of what he called the western part of the coast, indicates
with certainty that he approached just under the south side of Point St.
George and may have been attempting to anchor inside the point before
dark. At this time of the year, the sun sets a little before five o'clock
and evening twilight ends at about six-thirty. At five o'clock he began
sounding and found 70 fathoms, 6 two leagues more or less from land; he
could not have been much closer than 6 l/2 nautical miles. At the hour of
the angelus, six o'clock, he found 25 fathoms and would have been about2l/2

1. Details from the Declaracion. See Appendix II.
2. Details from Cermeno' s account. See Appendix I.
3. The distance between Point St. George and Trinidad Head is about 44 miles.
His estimate of the distance was close; his league measured 2. 3 miles.
4. The Del Norte Coast Redwoods and Prairie Creek Redwoods.
5. Indian settlements at the mouth of the Klamath River and other points
on the coast.
6. The soundings are in the Spanish fathom, or braza, equal to 5.492 U.S.ft.
- 13 -
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miles offshore, southwest of the point; he said that he was within a
league from the land. With the little remaining light he went on to 18
• fathoms, about l 1/2 miles from shore or about half a league, according to
the De clara cion. As it was then dark, he prudently decided to stand offshore ciosehauled, beam to sea, under minimum sail until after midnight
and then reverse his course to close with the land again in the morning.
The wind was probably fro:n the north or north-northwest.
On returning to land, Cermei'io probably came in near the present Del
Norte Coast Redwoods State Park, where he identified the redwoods here
and southward as pines growing very thickly near the sea and inland. Following along the coast from here, he encountered the numerous outlying
rocks north of the Klamath River which caused him to describe the coast
as very roqgh and dangerous, as there was a heavy surf breaking_on numerous small islands and reefs near the shore, ... These forced him to run
about half a league, or somewhat over a mile offshore with two men posted
in the tops on lookout for reefs ahead.
In the afternoon a reef was discovered about a league at sea correspondi.ng to Blunts Reef, lying 2 3/4 miles offshore, and the cape inside
was identified by Cerrneiio as Cape Mendocino, the name it bears today.
Late in the day, after rounding the reef and closing with the land again,
a point with two small islands outside of it was discovered which was unmistakably Point Delgada. The small cove under the south side, Shelter
Cove, seemed to make a port, but while attempting to enter this, some
dangerous rocks were seen where the ship would come to anchor. The lookouts shouted a warning from the tops, and Cermeno was fortunately able to
bear away and run out again, but it was doubtlessly a close call as the
pilot, master, and boatswain were terrorized by the danger.
The distance sailed this day to Point Delgada shows a remarkably
good run, about 110 nautJ.cal miles in probably no more than 12 hours for
an average of 9. 2 knots. After rounding Cape Mendocino, Cermei'io wrote
that he was following along with all sail set so as by daylight to see if
a port could be discovered and reached in which to enter. It is likely
that by that time he was sailing at better than 10 knots with a brisk afternoon wind behind him.
Cermeno continued coasting while daylight lasted, but when night
carne on, he stood off to sea away from land, no doubt intending to sail
directly offshore under shortened sail for half the night and then return
in the morning to resume the exploration where it was left off. However, while sailing thus, a heavy wind and sea from the northwest
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came up at ten o'clock, which made it necessary to·laythe ship's beam to
the sea, that is, to lie to, or a-hull with all sail taken in a;1d the
helm lashed a-lee. In this situation, the heavy, gale driven seas evidently caused the San Agustin to labor, or roll,· so excessively that it was
considered no greater storm had been encountered on the whole voyage, and
it was reported that both men and ship suffered greatly.
At midnight the gale increased a:1d sometime early in the morning of
the 6th, Cermeno made sail to scud in direction of land, setting only the
foresail. without its bonnet. Apparently, in view of the great danger that
he appeared to incur by this, he was petitioned·by his officers with a
written demand to forego the mission of discovery and run with the wind
for Acapulco, as the ship was small, in a battered state, and with her
seams so nearly open that is was necessary to devote two out of three
watches at the pump. Notwithstanding, he continued to approach the land
and the weather improved.
Cermei.i.o must have closed with the coast somewhat below Point Arena,
as there is no indi.cation that he had sighted it, and he continued following the shore as he had done the day before, probably within half a league
offshore. Being near the land, he ordered some of his men to the tops to
keep a lookout ahead. About midday they discovered Point Reyes, a bold,
dark, rocky headland, nearly 600 feet high extending eleven miles to sea. 1
With the wind in the northwest and the weather improving, it was probably
seen from a distance of twenty-five miles, more or less, as under these
conditions visibility i.s generally good.
After sighting Point Reyes, it seems likely that Cermeno took the precaution to change his course away from land so as to pass well outside of
the point and avoid the risk of becoming embayed on the lee shore within.
Abreast' of the point, the Gulf of the Farallones was revealed to him as a
.!1!1lat ensenada, which he proceeded to enter. 2 On standing in, he commenced
sounding in forty fathoms, 3 a}:)out 3 miles from the point. His distance offshore may account for the lack of a description of Bodega Bay or Tomales

1. Cermef!o describes this in his account: ... we kept getting near the land,
and having reached it, a morro was discovered, which makes a high
land and seemed like the Punta del Brctzil of Tercera.
2. In the Declaracion: .... About midday a point of high land was discovered which revealed a great ensenada, in which he entered, sounding with
the lead from forty fathoms down to five where he anchored the ship.(Cerineno stated that he anchored in seven fathoms, which is verified in the
Declaracion by the fact that his soundings on entering Drakes Bay begin
with five and go on to seven fathoms.)
3. Sounding in b@zas; equals 36. 6 U.S. fathoms.
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Bay or any indication that either had been seen.

.

Observing no outlying reefs or rocks awash and finding good, deep
soundings right up to the point, Cennei'io may have been encouraged to
take full advantage of its lee from the northwest wind as he continued
running along under sail only a "musket-shot" distance, a scant five
hundred yards, off the three mile long east-west tip of Point Reyes .When
the eastern end of the point bore northwest from 'him, he headed up into
Drakes Bay on a long tack, thus doubling the point and bringing the south1
'
west corner of Drakes Bay to view, stating in his account: •... ~ntering:
by this we saw that there was a large bay.
Cermeno wasted little time entering Drakes Bay. His soundings on
entering commence with five fathoms, showing that he was scarcely more
than five hundred yards from the east point. His declaracion states: ..••
as after doubling this point this depth of five, six, and seven fathoms
and no more was never lost. He apparently paid only passing attention to
the bay to his left after doubling the point as he wrote in his account: •••.
Here I went on casting with the lead, with the bow headed north a quarter
northeast, with the bottom of the sea of sand and clean, and went on to
seven fathoms, where I anchoreq. VVhat may have interested Cermeno
more than the bay inside the east point was the prospect that Drakes Estero
might afford him a harbor or port; he was heading directly for it.
According to Cermeno's Declaracion, the San Agustin came to anchor about
four o'clock in the afternoon. The entering course places her anchorage
close by the mouth of Drakes Estero.
It is interesting in passing to run Cenneno' s time and distance back
from his 'anchorage to the time he sighted Point Reyes and thus obtain some
idea of the San Agustin's speed. With a distance run by this means of
approximately 34 nautical miles in about four hours, she was making somewhat better than eight knots, complimenting very nicely Cennefio' s statement
that he was "running" along the south end of P0int Reyes. Even though the
weather had moderated, the northwest wind was evidently still quite strong.

Cermei'io's description of Drakes Bay seems meagre though most sailing
directions or coast pilots would give scarcely more detail today. No mention
is made of the white cliffs bordering Drakes Bay, possibly a conscious intention to give no identification with the bay discovered by Francis Drake, who
_ was _inspired by these distinguishing landmarks, so like those of his homeland, to name the country Nova Albion. Notice was taken of the bareness

1. Sometimes called Jack's Bay.
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of the Point Reyes peninsula, however. The size and shape of the bay was
'noted by Cenneno as being very large and shaped like a horseshoe. Particular attention was given to the esteros entering Drakes Bay, or "rivers"
as they are called in the accounts. These, particularly Drakes Estero,
would have had special interest to Cenneno for several reasons. One
primarily, that it might make a harbor suitable for careening and repairing
ships in the Philippine trade, another that it would provide a convenient
place in which to build his launch, and finally, as a source of fresh water
for his own and other ships.
Drakes Estero is described in the Declaracion as one of three which
enter into the bay and port.
The identity of the other two rivers may be
debated, but it seems most certain that these were the outlets of the lagoons west of Drakes Estero as these were easily discerned from the ship
at anchor. The streams which enter the bay east of the estero were not
discovered until much later and are a relatively great distance from the
San Agustin's anchorage, the nearest of which would have been three
miles and was described as one which ran into the sea. The westernmost lagoon at the County Beach is now so silted that is hasn't sufficient
tidal prism to maintain a channel across the beach, but the one adjacent
to Drakes Estero, now impounded, was open in 1942 and probably little
changed since Cenneno saw it.
Cenneno described Drakes Estero briefly but unmistakably, and as a
pilot he took particular notice of the entrance and a source of fresh water
for the convenience of future navigators: The Bay is very large and shaoed
like a horseshoe, and a river runs into it, and on the bar at high tide there
are three fathoms of water, and from the bar outside to the entrance of the
anchorage there is a distance of two shots of an harquebus ... The river.
above referred to enters the land three leagues and has a narrow mouth,
while above it in some__NI]:s it is a league in width, and in others a half
a league. On the west side it has two branches of half a league each, and
on the east side one, the entrance of wh..ich is a matter of a quarter of a
league from the bar. Entering by this one, you will find fresh water on
the right side, which comes from another river with a plentiful supply of
water, and where this falls in there are Indians settled.
The appearance of the bar and spits outside of Drakes Estero at the
time Cermeno saw them is a matter of conjecture since the entrance is
formed in an unstable formation of shifting sand. At times it changes
rapidly and at other times it holds its configuration for a relatively long
period of time. At the time Drake entered the estero sixteen years earlier
than Cermeiio, the entrance was largely open with a short spit and an
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island projecting from the west side. By chance, this configuration
· existed in 1953 when the Drake Navigators Guild was beginning its research on Drake's landing site. Ten years prior to the date, the spit
from the west side extended completely across Drakes Estero, and the
entrance opened midway between Drakes Estero and Limantour Estero.
In the years following J 953, the entrance channel progressively worked
westward until small vessels entering the estero had to first approach
. quite close to the cliffs on the west side of Drakes. Estero and then head
eastward inside the bar which crossed the mouth of the estero. The bar
has been observed to be building up and may be expected to eventually
form a long spit extending once more from the west side of Drakes Estero
as it was prior to 1953.
For several reasons, it seems very probable that Cermeno found
Drakes Estero at a time when a long spit extended from the west side
across the mouth as shown in a 1942 air photo and charts of about this
date or before. In the Bolanos-Ascension_Derrotero, made in the course
of the Vizcaino expedition, we have positive evidence that in January
of 1603 the entrance opened between Drakes Estero and Limantour Estero:
•••• On the northeast side (Drakes Bay) there are three white cliffs very
near the sea, and in front of the one in the middle an estero enters with
a very good mouth without breakers. On going in this, you will soon
encounter friendly Indians, and can easily find fresh water. Thus in the
twenty-four years between Drake and Vizcaino, the entrance shifted from
the west side to the east side of the estero, and the long spit from the
west side had reformed.
Vizcaino was only in Drakes Bay one day and out the next. He had
anchored in the southwest corner of the bay and since he did not land,
he could only have seen Drakes Estero from that distance. Bolanos,
however, had been a sailor on Cermeno's expedition and consequently
·was able to draw upon the knowledge of his former experience in Drakes
Bay when he made the above description, though there is no way of
knowing if he had taken into account any shift in the entrance. Still,
there is a fair chance that it had changed little from the time he first
saw it with Cermeno. When the entrance channel is located in this
eastern-most position, it tends to remain fixed for a long period of time.
This is because a bight or bend formed between the middle cliff and the
one adjacent to Drakes Estero makes a fixed channel that continuously
concentrates and directs the outflowing ebb tide through a single point
in the outer beach. The tidal prism of the esteros is capable of making
a hard flowing cun·ent of large volume, and this channel persists until
the west spit is cut down and forced inward by the sea, from the outer
- 18-

bay, thus forming new inlets and new deflection points within the estero
·to reposition the entry channel.
Two conditions in the Cermeno accounts lend weight to the chance
that the entrance was on the east side when Cermeno saw it. The first
is contained in his own account in which he mentions an "entrance to the
anchorage." It is a faint clue, but when the entrance is on the east side
there is a very distinct division between the outer bay and the estero, or
the anchorage, with a definite entrance through the beach. The 194 2 air
photo dramatically demonstrates the intent of Cermeno's description, as
well as that of Bolanos. The bar which normally builds up at the mouth
of this channel is found at almost exactly the distance outside the estero
as was described; two shots of an harq~_§ or nearly a thousand feet. 1
The photo clearly shows the mouth without breakers and the bar and shoal
mentioned in the Cermefio accounts, in conjunction with the entrance between the sand spits. The anchorage or anchoring place refers to the
waterways within the estero protected by the outer beaches . In many ports
of. Europe located at the mouths of estuaries or rivers, it was a common
practice for ships to anchor in deep-water channels such as those found in
Drakes Estero. Channels are often deeper than the water over the bars
outside.
The second condition mentioned in the accounts i.s that Cermeno's
camp was located somewhere on the east beach, a location favored more
by an eastern channel than one on the west side as has existed in recent
years. In the latter case he would have been more inclined to set up his
'launch on the west side of Drakes Estero where it would have been convenient to his anchorage. In the former case, his supply route with the
ship's bqat was about the same distance, whether the construction camp
was on the east or west side, but the east side was favored with a good
water supply and a dry, level building site.
On the day that the San Agustin arrived in Drakes Bay, many Indians
appeared on the beach. Cermefio's accounts give a good description of the
Indians of the Drakes Bay area, and the archeological field work of the
University of California and others in past years has loca~ed many Indian
middens that can be dated to the Drake-Cermefip period.
In recent years

1. Cermefio's Declaracion adds some detail worth noting here; .... This one
makes a bar on which at high tide there were about three fathoms of
water, and from the shoal outside to the anchoring place the distance
is two harquebus-shots.
2. R. F .Heizer, Archaeological Evidences of Sebastian Rodrigue::: Cermei'io' s
California Visit in 1595 , C. W. Meighan and R. F. Heizer, Archaeological
Exploration of Sixteenth-century ....
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the field work carried out by the Drake Navigators Guild and the Community
·Service Program of the Santa Rosa Junior College under the direction of the
1
Guild has located more sites identifiable with this period and important to
the Cermefio story. It is now possible to reasonably identify all of the Indian settlements described in the Cermefio accounts. These are shown on
a correlation map, Figure 15,
The Indians seen by Cermefio on the afternoon of his crrival were probably gathered on the shore opposite the San Agustin's anchorage at the
west side of Drakes Estero. They were close enough for one of them, who
was described by Cermefio as one of those living on the beach, to be seen
getting into a reed canoez to come out to the ship. He may possibly have
been living in the vicinity of the Indian midden dating to the Drake-Cermefio
period designated DNG4 3 which is located on the outer shore of the first lagoon west of Drakes Estero. Close by, is another Indian site of this period
located about 400 yards north of the west head of Drakes Estero designated
MRN 2334 and about l, 000 yards farther on, another designated MRN 23 5 5 .
The gathering of curious onlookers that day prvbably came from these sites.
According to Cermefio, the Indian in the canoe came alongside the
ship, where he remained a good while, talking in his language without anyone understanding what he was saying. Being addressed with kind words,
he came closer to the ship, and there we gave him such things as pieces
of silk and cotton and other trifles which the ship carried, 6 and with which

l. Edward P. Von der Parten, Drakes Bay Shell Mound Archaeology, 19511962.

2. Cermefio described this as a ·small boat made of grass which looks
like the bullrushes of the lake of Mexico, The Indian was seated in
the middle of this, and he had in his hand an oar with two blades
with which he rowed with great swiftness. The Declaracion adds
that it was like a cacate of the Lake of Mexico.
3. Von der Parten , Drakes Bay Shell Mound Archaeology .•• , pp, 4 5-4 7.
4. Ibid., pp. 21-22.
5. Ibid,, pp, 25-29.
6. The Declaracion stated that •....-. -.- . . . . some cotton cloth and silk
things were given him and a red cap.
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he returned to shore very contented. The. next day, the 7th, four other
·Indians came out to the ship in the same kind of boats. They came
1
aboard and did the same as the first one.
Cermeno's greeting was somewhat similar to that accorded to Drake
with the exception that there was an absence of the great fear and reserve
exhibited on that occasion. In the case of Drake's arrival, probably also
late in the day, the Indians did not show themselves until the next day,
when they t~en sent a man off to the ship with what is described as great
expedition_. At a reasonable distance from the ship, he also made a
lengthy oration. However, in contrast to Cermeno's visitor, he returned
to shore upon completing this, returned a second time and made another
oration, returned again to shore and then came out a third time. After
speaking this time he delivered a gift or offering, which he cast into the
ship's boat which was probably in the water alongside Drake's ship. Unlike Cermends visitor, who readily accepted the gifts proffered to him,
Drake's remained at a distance and declined all gifts save a hat that had
been cast into the water from the ship. Cermbno's came close alongside,
accepted everything offered to him and returned to shore contented.

1 • From the Declaracion: •••. Early the next morning the 7th , four other
crafts like the first came out from land to the ship, and in each one
was an Indian. They came alongside where they remained sometime
talking in their language. Captain Sebastian Rodriguez gave each of
them some cotton cloth and taffetas and entertained them the best he
could.
2. The World Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake
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LOCATING THE ANCHORAGE

Before dealing with the courses and bearings given in the accounts
which locate the San Agustin's anchorage in Drakes Bay, it is pertinent
to determine whether they are true or magnetic. Fortunately, the Farallon
Islands are located from this anchorage by their compass bearings. By
plotting these bearings on a chart it is at once apparent that an easterly
error must be applied for them to pass through an anchorage within Drakes
Bay. The westernmost limit of the anchorage is fixed by the 'fact that the
North Farallones were visible and were not screened by Point Reyes; C ...
• • . Having anchored in this bay, we saw in the middle of it three small
islands (North Farallones) which bore south-southwest, and to the south
a small island of half a league in size (S. E. Farallqn). The islands trended northwest-southeast. This latter information is probably an approximation.
From these bearings then, it can be certain that the compass error
was not less than 9 degrees east nor much more than that. On a manuscript chart by Robert Dudley in his Arcano del Mare, issued after his
death in 1646-1647, the magnetic variation for this locality is given as
9 degrees east. It is probable that the magnetic variations shown on
Dudley's map originated with the Vizcaino expedition. For all practical purposes this figure gives satisfactory results, though it must be pointed out that the compasses of that day were calibrated in points of 111/4
degrees each and not less than 1/8 points. Cermeno' s course and bearings are given to the nearest points and quarter points, consequently
leaving us with a small, unknown interpolation error.
Several intersecting co-ordinates are given by which the anchorage
may be located, none of which are necessarily precise in themselves,
but which in combination give a fairly close position. The first of these
is the entering course, C •••••• with the bow headed north a quarter
northeast, that is lll/4 deg. plus 9 deg. variation equalling 020 1/4
true. This course would commence at the 5 fathom curve on the east
end of Point Reyes. It is partly confirmed by the subsequent increasing soundings in D. of six and seven fathoms, and no more was never
lost, that is to say, that this depthdidnotdecrease, as one would expect
they also found eight and even nine fathoms if they continued on that
course.
The second co-ordinate is the statement in D ••••.. The ship is
anchored in the bay and port about a quarter of a league from shore.
Converting this distance into yards from Cermeii.o' s league gives approximately 1, 200 yards. This distance off shore.is approximately
- 22-
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the distance of the seven fathom curve on the modern chart of Drakes Bay
and corresponds with what can be considered a third co-ordinate. From
C ••••.• Here I went on ... , and went on to seven fathoms, where I anchored.
The fourth co-ordinates are the anchor bearings on surrounding landmarks. These should be our best co-ordinates but, unfortunately, they
are confusing and make no sense until the position is determined from the
foregoing co-ordinates. Within Drakes Bay there is nothing that corresponds to C .•. ,., The point on the west side bore southwest quarter west.
However, this bearing with the 9 degree cmTection does plot' through the
anchorage from the highest elevation at the west end of Point Reyes, and
it seems probable that this is the point described as the one on the west
side. Again, there is nothing corresponding to C ..... , the one on the
east, south-southeast. It is an impossible bearing. However, if the point
is interpreted to mean the eastern end of Point Reyes and the bearing is
corrected to read south-southwest, then it will be found that this bearing also plots through the anchorage. If the account is in error, it is
relatively easy to understand why. To anyone unfamiliar with the situation ,
it would be difficult to see how a point on the east, as described could
have a westerly bearing.
There is no evidence to date that the SanAgustin was ever moved
from her anchorage outside Drakes Estero or that she got underway before
she was lost.

1. In the Declaracion, the depth at the anchorage would appear
to be five fathoms, but the statement is ambiguous as the
soundings on entering Drakes Bay commence at five and go
down to seven. What was meant was that well outside of Point
Reyes Cermeno commenced sounding in forty fathoms and then
down to five off the eastern end of the point, thence to seven
where he anchored.

ABBREVIATIONS
C. - The account by Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno.
D. - The Declaracion of Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno.
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THE FIRST lANDING AND RECONNAISANCE OF THE SHORE
Early the morning after Cermeno' s arrival i.n Drakes Bay, November
7th, four reed canoes like the one of the day before came out to the ship
from the land. In each there was one Indian, and upon reaching the ship,
they came alongside where they remained for some time, talking in their
language. From Cermefio' s account it would appear that they also came
aboard the San Aqustin, although in the Declaracion it was merely stated
·that Cermefio gave each of them some cotton cloth and taffetas and entertained them the best he could.
When the Indians left to go ashore, Cermefio at once embarked in the
ship's boat with twenty-two men and went ashore with them to see the character of the land and put in hand the buildi.ng of the launch with which to
prosecute his discovery. Accompanying him were Captain Francisco de
Chaves, Juan del Rio, his ensign, Sergeant Juan Gutierrez, Corporal Francisco Rolon, and the Reverend Father Fray Francisco de la Concepcion of
the order of the Barefoot Franciscans. SeventeGn of the men were armed with
harquebuses and threG carried shields. Though similar to the peclaracioll.,_
Cermeno's statement regarding his landing place is more specific. I He
wrote:. . . . . I went ashore with it and landed on the beach, where I found
near by many Indi.ans - men, women, a:J.d children who had their dwellin.<.I§_
there, By deduction from details that come much later in the accounts, it
is evident that Cermeno landed on Limantour Spit in the vicinity of the
western-mostl6thcenturyindian middens, DNG land DNG 2.
Though at first one might assume that the landing party would go
into the estero, the statement that they landed on the beach must be
literally interpreted to mean that they followed the Indians to the outer
beach on Drakes Bay and landed with them. From the account of the day
before, it is evident that the Indians were not partial to putting out into
the bay_directly from the outer beach. Early in the morning, the surf is
generally moderate and consequently would not create a problem for beaching the boat, certainly much less for the Indi<:.ns. Also, due to the fact
that so much was made in the account of the "river" that ran into the bay,
as the estero was termed, it is likely that it would have been mentioned on
this occasion if it had been entered. Another factor that adds weight to
the likelihood of landing on the outer beach is that the Indian sites at
DNG l and DNG 2 are screened from Drakes Bay by large sand dunes.

1. The Declaracion states:, ...• These weQl:_g.ShQre wij:h the Indians and
landed on the beach of the port near some of their unc!_§.r:ground habitg!_i_Qns.J
in which they live, resemblin.sL.9§ves and like those of the Chichimecos.
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Although Cermeno stated that he landed near the habitations of these Indi• ans, it is notable that there was no gathering on the beach as there was
the day before, in fact, he stated that he found them near by at their
dwellings. When he and his men did reach them, they seem to have
been taken by surprise, or at least, short notice. This situation was
probably due to the fact that the San Agustin's anchorage was at a relatively great distance from the settlement, about 2 1/4 nautical miles, and
consequently too far for them to take much notice of her or to see any activity on board or near her, so making it comparatively easy for Cermeno' s
boat to arrive unnoticed. If he had come into Limantour Estero and approached these settlements, he would have been readily seen and it would have
been easy for Indians on shore to follow him at close range. An advantage
to be gained from landing on the outer beach was that the boat crew could
wait there or out in the bay with minimum risk of beinf ambushed or trapped and overwhelmed as they could be in the estero.

l..
The detailed instructions issued by Viceroy to Mexico, Antonio
de Mendoza to Zuniga in 1541 for an exploration to California sheds
interesting light on the contemporary thinking on these matters. It is
stated that Cermeno carried instructions but these were not found. From
the Instructions to Lopez de Zuniga: 7 •.... Then with the aid of our Lord,
following the coast closely as it opens up, you will from there onward all
along make stops and take possession according to the minute which for
that purpose you carry with you, so that all the coast you leave behind
may be inspected and known and notice he had of what there is, so that it
·may be ascertained which is best. Before you make a settlement anywhere,
endeavor to inspect the country to find out thoroughly what there is in it,
so as not to be deceived, and pass on if the aspect of it be not satisfactory. The method which you shall follow in going ashore in the country
you may discover, will be as follows:

. 8. When you discover land, if you reach it at an hour when you
can inspect it, do so, taking care that you be not attacked by the natives, and in an open place so as not to be ambushed. In this manner you
or those persons whom you select shall go ashore.
Wagner, Spanish
Voyages, ..•••• , p. 419.
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After landing, Cermeno took formal possession of the land. From
the De clara cion; .••• On the same day that the Ca otain went ashore with
his men, he asked all to witness that he took possession of the land and
port in the name of the King, our master. He gave it the name "La Bay a
de _§an Francisco, " and the Reverend Father Fr_Qy Francisco de la Concepcion of the barefoot Franciscans, who comes in the shiJ2, bapj:ized it. In
the sixteenth century the Spanish act of taking possession was formalized
to establish legality. The procedure followed by Francisco de Ulloa on
a voyage of discovery to Lower California in 1539-40 serves to shed interesting light on Cermeno' s action. Ulloa took possession in several places
and the aetas, or records, confirming each are all typical of the one cited
below for taking possession near the head of the Gulf of California.

***********
11

I, Pedro de Palencia, notary public of this fleet, bear true witness
to all to whose eyes these presents shall come (whom God, Our Lord,
honor and preserve from evil), that on the twenty eighth day of the month
of September of the year fifteen hundred and thirty-nine the very magnificent Senor Francisco de Ulloa, governor's lieutenant and captain of
this fleet for the very illustrious Senor Marques del Valle de Oaxaca in
the Ancon de San Andres and Mar Bermejo, which is on the coast of this
New Spain, toward the north, in latitude 33 l/2~ took possession for the
said Senor Marques del Valle in the name of the Emperor, our master, king
of Castile, actually and in reality; placing his hand upon his sword, saying that if any person disputed it he was ready to defend it, cutting away
trees with his sword, pulling up grass, moving stones from one place to
another and from there to another, and taking water from the sea and throwing it upon the land, all in token of the said possession.
"Witnesses who were present when this was done: Reverend Fathers
of the .Order of San Francisco, Father fray Raimundo, Father fray Antonio
de Meno; Francisco de Terrazas, inspector; Diego de Haro and Gabriel
Marques.
"Done this day, month and year aforesaid.
"And I, Pedro de Palencia, notary public of this fleet, recorded it as
it occurred in my presence and in conclusion made here this, my notarial

mark, in testimony of the truth.

Pedro de Palencia, notary public.

"Father Raimundus Anyelibus. Father Antonio de Me no. Gabriel
Marques. Diego de Haro. Francisco de Terrazas."

**********
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After taking possession, the Declaracion stated that Cermefio went
'marching to the Indian village mentioned by him as. being nearby and which
the Declaracion describes as being about a harquebus-shot from the beach,
or approximately 500 feet. The distance corresponds closely to the distance which the Indian middens, DNG 1 and DNG 2, are located from the
outer beach on Limantour Spit. With his sergeant and men in marching
order 1 and his ensign, Juan del Rio, carrying the banner, he found the
inhabitants of the village which were described in the Declaracion: ..••..
• . Here all the Indian men and women, perhaps fifty all told without counting children, were lookinq on with great fright in seeing people they had
never seen before. The;r were all very peaceable and their arms were in
their houses, it not being known up to that time that they had any. Th_§y
produced a seed the shape of an anise seed, only a little thinneL___End having
the taste of sesame, of which they make the bread they eat. Their food
consists of crabs and wild birds, which are in great abundance near where
they live, and many deer, as these have been observed going about. They
are beyond comparison the largest that have been seen as will be apparent
from the horns which were found, of which the captain carries a sample.
Cermeno added some further details of interest in his account and
writing of their dwellings and arms he mentioned that , . , , .. These were
pits made in the sanq a_nd covered with grass, in the manner of the Chichimeco Indians. They had bows and arrows, and we could find no other
kind of iron with which to cut a wee.pon or anything else. The people
were painted in certain parts, although the paint is not so thick as with
the Chichimecos. The houses were somewhat similar to the ones described in the accounts of Drake's visit to this area, 2 that is, they were formed in a circular pit a couple of feet or so deep and from the outer perimeter
of which ,clefts of wood were set up sloping toward the center and joined together at the top. The whole was covered with earth, or in this case
with grass and sod. An opening, which Drake's Chaplain likened to a

1.
Instruction No. 20 to Zuniga specified that. •••• You will not permit
the men to travel unarmed or in disorder. In your choice of places to make
your camp look about well and keep a good guard night and day.
Wagner, Spanish Voyages ..•.•. , p. 422.

2.
Sir Francis Drake, Baronet, The World Encompassed ..• , The Argonaut Press, London, p. 54. Also Richard Hakluyt, Famous Voyage.
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ship's scuttle, served both as an entryway and a means for smoke to escape
from the fire pit within.
the earthen floor inside, rushes were spread
about for the family to sleep on, and a small fire pit in the center provided
them with heat and light. Evidence of Indian house pits can still be found
in this area today. 1 Cermei'io's mention of "no other kind of iron" is
interesting and if not a mistake, it would seem that some artifact of iron
left by the Drake expedition was seen.

On

Leaving the Indian settlements, Cermeiio and his landing party
proceeded to make a short reconnaisance of the inland thereabout, traveling in all about three leagues. These leagues have been determined to
be a short league of about 2, 400 yards and the route taken is relatively
easy to reconstruct. Among Cermeiio's reasons for this reconnaisance,
it may be expected that there was concern for locating fresh water, and
he would be attracted to the arroyos across from Limantour Spit as a possible source. Thus in marching from the settlements along the inner side
of the beach he would have found his first opportunity to cross over opposite the stream which comes down from Muddy Hollow. He was probably approaching this when it was described in the Declaracion that
from a hill which would correspond to the one east of this stream, •.••
about a half a league distant inland a band of Indians appeared who approached in a war lif-e manner, for as soon as they saw the Spaniards they
.P-erformed a caracole and skirmished in a circle, like the Chichimecos,
with loud howls. Shortly, one of them carrying a tall banner of black feathers advanced towards the Spaniards, looking them over, and at a little
distance stopped to view them. Two of the Indians from the beach who
had been well treated then talked to the others. With this talk they soon
lowered their arms and put ttem on the ground. The one with the banner
came forth and delivered it to Cermei'io with the others following humbly ,
as if terrified, and yielded peacefully, Cermeiio received them with a good
showing of friendship, embracing them, and offered some of the taffeta
sashes the Spaniards wore. Cermeno's men then came up and followed
his example, and the Indians, all of whom had their faces painted in
black and red, offered them in turn their bows and arrows.
-with friendly relations established with these Indians, Cermei'io
and h.i.s men went on until they reached the hill from which the Indians

1.
For a report on Indian middens DNG 1 and DNG 2 see Von der
Parten, Drakes Bay Shell Mound Archaeology .
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had come down. · This they ascended to see if there was any other settlement of Indians, and in continuing, the De clara cion stated that •.••. .Qn_
arriving at the top they saw coming an Indian man and a woman who was
carrying a child. The Indian had some acorns for his food. These,
without showing any fear or running away, came up to the Spaniards and
the Captain made much of them and entertained them. The Indian treated
the Spaniards to his acorns and the Captain declared that no one should
do them any harm or take anything away from them. I This done, they
returned, .going around the whole hill and down to the beach with all
the men. Here he fixed his camp and made an entrenchment for defense
and to put in hand at once the launch which had to be made for the discovery, having journeyed this day about three leagues. While Cermefi.o
was laying out the camp here, naked Indians from somewhere nearby kept
coming. It was mentioned that their chief talked for a long time, after
which Cermefi.o showed them much friendship and gave each of them pieces
of cotton and silk. They remained a good while and then went away
without doing any harm. From the Declaracion of November 30th we learn
that Cermeno had given his camp the name of Santa Fe.
Reviewing the reconnaisance of the shore briefly, it may be taken
as fairly certain Cermeno ascended the hill between the stream from Muddy
Hollow and the one from Laguna Ranch, going inland perhaps a mile and a
half and around the hill and back to the beach from which he started. At
this time he did not see the Indian settlement at the mouth of the valley
leading to Laguna Ranch or discover the fresh water stream coming from
there. This particular hillprovided the first convenient access from the
beach to Inverness Ridge and thence to the large settlements inland at
Olema Valley and Nicasio. There was probably a well defined trail leading from the beach to the ridge of this hill, perhaps corresponding quite
closely to the present road leading to Limantour Spit. The account of
Pedro de Unamuno on San luis Obispo contains many refe:-ences to Indian
trails in that area, and it is probable that similar ones would have been found
here. The Indians encountered by Cermeno on this hill were probably coming from inland, particularly the couple met with, as the man was carrying
a supply of acorns which were only found there.
The Indians who visited the site of Cermeno' s camp could have come
from one or more of three other known 16th century midden sites ·nearby;
Mrn 236 on the beach at the head of the valley leading to Laguna Ranch, or
Mrn 307 and Mrn 232 on the east side of Limantour Estero.

l.
A similar intent was expressed irt the instruction to Zuniga.
Instruction No. 20, Wagner, Spanish Voyages .••••• , p. 422
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THE CAMP OF SANTA FE
Unlike Francis Drake's encampment, it has not been possible to pin~
point Cermeno's camp from the historical evidence though it can be placed
within a few hundred yards of its probable location on Limantour Spit. Only
by careful searching in the field using the techniques of archaeology is
there any chance of finding this camp. Up to the time of the wreck of the
San Agustin, the evidence could be applied to a general location on either
side of Drakes Estero with almost equal conviction. Both the west side of
Drakes Estero and Limantour Spit have 16th century Indian village sites and
terrain compatible with the first portion of the accounts. We probably will
never know why the beach on the west side of Drakes Estero was not chosen
as the construction site of the launch, but it is conceivable that at the time
it was not suitable, possibly not being sufficiently high above the tide line
to assure a safe, dry camp. The launch was probably too large to risk
launching into the surf with so few people to haul her off the beach
into
I
the water, and a site on the estero would therefore have been more desirable. A camp on the beach or spits had the advantage of being immediately
accessible in case of trouble with the Indians, whether to take the con-·
struction force off in the boat or to land re-inforcements.
After the wreck we are provided with details from Cermeno's foraging
trip inland that enable the general area of the first landing and the site of
the camp set up there to be positively located. It is stated in the accounts
that Cermeno traveled three or four leagues to villages inland which can be
related quite clearly to an area located at the northwest end of Olema Valley.
To have reached these from the west side of Drakes Estero, Cermeno wpuld
have been obliged to travel between two and three times as far. Then on
returning it is related that he discovered a stream of very good fresh water
on the shore of the sea, about a league before reaching camp.
Juan
Guttierrez, in his Declaracion, added that this stream emptied into a
lagoon of salt water about a harquebus-shot from the sea. This stream
could not have been found on the west side of Drakes Estero and is quite
clearly the one which passes through the Laguna Ranch. It is still a very
good stream of fresh water and it affirms Juan del Rio's statement that
•... This witness drank -of it and it was good.
The stream and lagoon mentioned provide an excellent landmark as
a reference point from which the general area of the camp can be located.
The distance of about a league from this stream to the camp refers to the
short land league used by Cermeno, or about 2,400 yards, more or less,
and if measured from the place where the stream enters the sea, the camp
is located thus slightlY" west of Indian midden DNG 2 on Limantour Spit.
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However, it is not unlikely that the site may be farther east if the reference point is considered to begin at, or somewhat above, the place where
the stream entered the salt water lagoon mentioned by Gutierrez. This
would be more in the context of what Juan del Rio states: •••• About a
league before reaching camp on their return, the Captain discovered a
stream of very good sweet water on the shore of the sea. This witness
drank of it and it was good. From the point above the lagoon where del
Rio tasted the water, the camp site could move east a thousand yards or
so to a location somewhere opposite to where the stream. from Muddy
Hollow enters the estero.
The general location agrees with the supplementary descriptions. On
the occasion of the first landing the Declaracion stated that after ascending
the hill identified as the one on the east side of the Muddy Hollow stream,
Cermeno returned, going around it and down to the beach. Without further
indication of movement, the account merely states: •••• Here he fixed his
camp and made an entrenchment for defense.... There is implication that
the camp was close by this hill. Further confirmation of the general location is afforded by Cermeno's writing that .••. near the camp are other
arroyoE! of fresh water about two musket shots from the sea. These correspond to the Muddy Hollow stream and Glenbrook Creek.
We can also infer from Juan del Rio's account of Cermeno's foraging
trip inland that the camp was near some Indian settlements on the beach,
as in describing some of those found inland, he stated: •••• While we
were with them, twenty other Indians came up, who were settled on the
beach near where the launch was being built and the camp •... These
twenty Indians are those who tpok the Spaniards to their settlement nearby, where they gave them some of the food they had, a_coms, a fruit the
shape_gf a hazelnut, and other things to eat. Indian middens DNG 1 and
DNG 2. are apt to be the remains of the settlement referred to here.
The foregoing information appears to constitute all of the present
evidence for locating the camp. The statement that an entrenchment for
defense was made indicates that a fortification, or an earthworks, consisting of a ditch and an inner wall of sand was constructed around the
camp. It is possible that it occupied a commanding position on the dunes
in order to permit the defenders to cover all of the approaches and at the
same time communicate with the San Agustin. There is a faint suggestion
that the construction site for the launch was separate from the camp, though
they were probably very close to each other in that case. This is contained
in Juan del Rio's statement , .. , near where the launch was being built and
the camp.
·
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EXPLORI\.TION OF DRAKES ESTERO
On November 15th Cermeno embarked in the ship's boat with eight
armed Spaniards for an exploration of Drakes Estero. On this occasion
his scrivener, Pedro de Lugo accompanied him recording what was seen.
Writing of Cermeno' s purpose in the Declaracion he stated: •••• He
went up an arm of a river, one of three which empty into the bay and port,
to discover what was in them •
It seems strange that this was not undertaken until nine days after

the San Agustin had arrived in Drakes Bay, though it is possible that the
boat had been continuously employed in servicing the camp ashore and
setving the needs of the ship and so was not available. Except for the
specific mission stated above, there is no mention in any of the accounts
that the estero had been entered before. Logically, however, it is likely
that Limantour Estero had been entered. The San Agustin had been 102
days at sea by the time she arrived. With ninety people, more or less,
on board it may be expected that the procurement of fresh water was the
first order of business. Notably, on the occasion of this exploration Pedro
de Lugo included a description of the east branch of the estero corresponding
to Limantour Estero and mentions that fresh water could be found there.
Drakes Estero, as well as the other esteros, or estuaries, are spoken
of as rivers in the accounts. On entering the Drake-Limantour estuary
system, note was taken of the entrance: This one· makes a bar on which
at high tide there were about three fathoms of water, and from the shoal
outside to the anchoring place the distance is two harquebus-shots. That
is, it was two harquebus-shots, or about a thousand feet, from the bar
outside the entry channel to the waterway inside the spits. On the inside,·
Cermei'io would have been obliged to follow the channel leading to Drakes
Cove on the west side of Drakes Estero where the Golden I-Iind had been
careened. If any evidence of the English occupation on that site remained,
there is no hint of it in de Lugo' s account. It is probable that by that time
all surface indications would have been destroyed by winter storms and
changes in the sand formations. However, even if there had been any
indication, there was good reason to make no acknowledgement of it.
At Drakes Cove it is noted in describing Drakes Estero: •• .-.The mouth
is narrow and near it there is a settlement of Indians of the same class as
those above mentioned. (Indians first mentioned in the Declaracion.)
This settlement corresponds with the 16th century Indian midden, Mrn 233,
which is now located under the road and boat-house on the north side of
- 32 -
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Drakes Cove. The site is visible in a 1942 air photo taken before these
were constructed and the photo shows a shelf, on which the midden was
located, projecting from the base of the bluff into the cove. The shelf
made a good site for a small community as it had excellent shelter from
the prevailing wind, and until recent times, there was a fresh water spring
close by in the northeast corner of the cove.
Continuing with Pedro de Lugo's description: .••. A little farther on
there is another of a few people near the water. ••• This 'settlement, would
have been located on the site of the 16th century Indian midden Mrn 235,
910 yards northwest of Mrn 233. This was the settlement mentioned in the
account of Drake's voyage, The World Encompassed .•.. , which described
an Indian settlement nearby the English encampment ••.. as being near
about 3 quarters of an English mile distant from them. Cermeno's boat
necessarily passed close by this settlement.
Continuing: ••.. and at quite a distance from these there is another
(settlement) of naked Indians who had their dwellings on a hill. From Mrn
235 it is difficult to tell what course Cermefio took as he would have had
a choice of continuing on the west side or following the main channel over
to the east side. However, there is a known 16th century midden at Mrn
24 2 on the east side of Drakes Estero at the entrance to Home Bay. This
one is located part way up on a hill, 1. 2 miles from Mrn 23 5, and could
have been easily seen from a boat on the estero. If Cermefio had been
following the main channel, as logically he would, he would have passed
near this site immediately after leaving Mrn 235.
The proportions of Drakes Estero agree reasonably well in length and
breadths according to Cermefio' s measure of it in leagues, but the discript.ions of the branches are confusing: •••• One of the rivers is large
and enters the land about three leagues .• , . This river in places may be
about a league wide and in others a half a league. On the west side
there are two branches of a half a league each,. and on the east side one
about a quarter of a leaJLue from the bar. On entering this, there is on
the riaht side sweet water which comes down from a copious river, at the
entrance of which Indians are settled with their women, well-made people
and robust as has been stated. It is true that there are two branches on
the west side of Drakes Estero, and if Cermefio had not seen the bend in
Creamery Bay, which is screened by the terrain, then both this and Barries Bay correlate well enough with the half league branches on the west
side mentioned in the Cermeno account. There is also one on the east
side, Home Bay, but this is by no means only a quarter of a league from
the bar at the entrance to the est eros. ·
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Cermeno's own account is quite explicit about the distance from the
bar to the east branch being a quarter of a league, and it therefore seems
unlikely that this was a mistake. His description is similar to Pedro
deLuge's, but the river of fresh water is described somewhat differently.
From Cermeno's description of the estero: •••• On the west side it has
two branches of half a league each and on the east side one, the entrance
of which is a matter of a quarter of a league from the bar. Entering by
this one, you will find fresh water on the right side, which comes from
another river with a plentiful supply of water, and where .this falls in there
are Indians settled.
Reconstructing these descriptions of the east branch, it becomes
apparent that Limantour Estero was the one being described, with its entrance opening at the end of Limantour Spit. Here, the entrance would
have been found, in fact, a quarter of a league from the bar, or about
600 yards, as it is shown in the 1942 air photo or the maps in Appendix IX.
The meaning of finding fresh water on the right side on entering Limantour
Estero is readily explained by reference to the air photo or maps, which
show that the main channel soon turns northward into Limantour Estero.
The secondary channel running inside of Limantour Spit branches off at the
end of this turn at a right angle, on the right hand side, as one is entering.
This secondary channel receives the run-off from Glenbrook Creek and the
stream from Muddy Hollow. Either of these, though perhaps more likely
Muddy Hollow stream, corresponds to the •• ,copious river, at the entrance
of which Indians are settled and similarly with Cermeno' s description.
It is an interesting fact that on the east side of Limantour Estero, near
the 16th century Indian middens, Mrn 232 and Mm 307, there is a spring
of fresh water where several shards of a large jar of a type used by the
Spaniards for carrying water aboard ship were found. The identity of these
cannot be attributed to Cermeno, however, as Drake was also carrying the
same type of jar taken from Spanish ships, which he used for the same purpose. Both expeditions may have used this as a watering place though the
greatest likelihood is that they would be Cermefio's as there was a spring
close by Drake's camp. Or the shards may be attributed to the Indians who
acquired them from the wreck of the San Agustin. Although this spring
could have provided a convenient watering place for a ship's boat, it is of
insufficient flow to correspond to the watering place mentioned by Cermeno.
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THE WRECK OF THE SAN AGUSTIN
Despite the absence of an account of the loss of the San Agustin
toward the end of November, the Declaracion of November 30th makes
it quite plain that the ship was lost while at anchor; •••. That by reason
of the loss of the shio SanAcrustin which he brought, while at anchor in the
said port, and wh1ch Captain Pedro Sarmiento offered to the King in the
City of Manila, without having been able to save any of the food supplies
or other property on board as is recorded in the investigation made this
~~ •••• Father de la Ascension, who mentioned the incident in the course
of vvriting a description of Vizcaino's voyage, sums up the loss in a single
sentence that compkments the above and completes the general picture:
While they were setting up the fragata in this port an onshore wind came
up which drove the ship upon the coast, and she was lost with what property she contained.
Several lives were lost by drowning. Some detail is given in a letter
from the royal officials at Acapulco to the Viceroy, Conde de Monterey,
February!, 1596, 'Zhich are from an account, now lost, by Cermeno's pilot,
3
Juan de Morgana.
He related that a Franciscan and other p~rsons on
board were drowned when the ship struck and went to pieces. A letter
from the Audiencia dated Mexico, March 5, 159 6, relates that twelve
persons were drowned and that all the goods were lost One of the oydores
5 The discrepancy is
wrote the following day that seven men were drowned.
curious and cannot be explained.
From the little that we know, the disaster is not difficult to reconstruct.
By conjecture we may assume that the San Agustin never lett her first anchorage outside of Drakes Estero. If she had been moved, it would have
been to either a more secure anchorage or one where repair work could be
safely perfonned. There is no indication that either step was taken, and
if she had been moved for either of those reasons, the loss probably would
not have happened. Nor is there any indication that the shio got underway
1. Father Antonio de la Ascension's Account. Wagner, Spanish Voyages
. " .. . p. 249.
2. In 1601 Morgana was pilot of a small vessel which accompanied the
galleon Santo Tomas to Manila. He was then said to have been very
expert and one of the oldest pilots of the islands. Wagner, Spanish
Voyages •••. , p,373.
3. This may have been Father Francisco de la Concepcion as he was not
mentioned after the wreck, nor is there any mention of other churchmen
afterwards •
4. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .... ,p.I"66.
5. Ibid. ,p.l67.
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before she was lost.
The significance of the first heralds of a late November storm probably
went unnoticed - the gathering high altitude overcast, somewhat more swell
than usual coming into the bay, and a deceptive light, warm wind from the
southeast or south; perhaps a welcome relief from the chill in the westerlies, Veteran pilot, Juan de Morgana, may have sensed the omens, It was
said that the officers were blaming each other for the disaster when they
returned to Mexico. Bolanos said in his derroterro, made on the Vizcaino
expedition, that the loss was caused more by the man commanding the ship
than by the force of the wind. In this derrotero, Bolanos recommends that
for shelter from the south and southeast winds, a ship must anchor in the
west-southwest corner of Drakes Bay.
But it had been many years then since Cabrillo and Ferrelo had felt the
wrath of southerly gales in the winter of 154 2 when they were on this coast
and their experience was perhaps forgotten. Cermeno had weathered a north-·
west gale the day before he found the refuge of Drakes Bay, and he may have
assumed that it would be from this quarter that he would receive his worst
wind. His anchorage outside of Drakes Estero was protected from the north
and northwest winds .
With a southeast wind, Cermeno could have gotten under way easily and
tacked over to the southwest corner of the bay or out to sea, but with rain
and thick weather, the wind probably increased to gale force, shifting to
where it was blowing into the bay from the south or southwest. There could
have been nothing to do but pray that the anchors would hold, as the wind
and sea would have set them directly on shore. With a heavy ground swell
coming into the bay and fanning out over the shoal outside of Drakes Estero
in a sea of breakers, the San Agustin probably dragged her anchors with every
surgs. Five hundred yards or so from the beach she would have felt her first
jarring shock of coming aground as her stem struck bottom. With each breaking sea that shattered itself against her hull, alternately lifting her, then
dropping her with a concussion that wracked her timbers, she was moved
farther onto the shoal until she was hard and fast in the sand. Here, she
would have been in about one and a half fathoms of water, some four hundred yards out from the beach •
Juan de Morgana implies that the ship went to pieces when it struck and
caused the Franciscan and others to be drowned, With the relatively small
loss of life, however, it would seem that a large part of the ship had remained intact, enough so thatBolafios still hoped to see some trace of the
wreck when he returned to the bay with Vizcaino seven years later. But
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significantly, four iron rods, each about four feet long and an inch in diameter, which were found in the Indian midden Mrn 23 2 and considered to
be 16th century, give evidence of having come from the stem of the San
Agustin. The 'S' shape of two of them indicates that they had been affected by a shearing action, such as would occur if the ship's bow had broken
away and caused the stem and keelson to pull apart. The bows of the ships
of this period tended to be weak due to their great overhang forward of the
keel. To make matters worse, the weight of the foremast. and bowsprit was
also carried by the stem.
In the Declaracion of November 30th, made very shortly after the
wreok, it was said the Spaniards were unable to save any of the food supplies or other property on board. Most of the San Agustin's people were
fortunate to leave the wreck with their lives, as they were a great distance
from the shore. The ship's boat was probably lost since it was no longer
mentioned, and the provisions and goods all would have been underwater in
the hold after the grounding. There is no indication that salvage of the
wreck was attempted. The loss of the boat and the distance of the wreck
offshore made this impractical. When the launch was completed, the need
to return to Mexico before the meagre supply of food gave out was probably
more compelling than salvage.
But it is evident that the Spaniards must have been gathering up whatever of value came to them ashore. We can see this in Juan del Rio's description of the skirmish with the Indians over some wood from the ship the
latter had gathered from the beach. Cermeno was now faced with the need
to provide shelter for nearlv eighty people. In addition, they would need
firewood for cooking and comfort and possibly some of it to fit the launch
for her additional burden. These necessities probably account for the absence of 16th century spikes in the Indian middens, DNG 1 and 2, on
Limantour Spit. After the skirmish with the Spaniards, the Indians left
their settlements on the beach and the Spaniards were free to gather up
everything they could salvage or use.
It is inevitable that as the wreck broke up, much of its contents and

structure would come ashore. From Father de 1a Ascension's account we
are told that Francisco de Bolanos claimed they had left on shore on that
occasion a quantity of wax and a great many cases of silks. In addition
to that, he suggested that something of the great quantity then lost might
be found on the coast, thus anticipating that more of the cargo may have
been carried ashore afterwards.
Strangely, nothing is said about Chinese porcelains, many shards of
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which tum up in .the Indian middens around Drakes Bay today. Drake is
known to have had a quantity of such porcelain with him which he captured
from a Spanish ship, and he may have distributed a small or large amount
of this to the Indians. But there is good evidence that much, if not most
of the porcelain, came from the San Agustin and was picked up on the beach
by the Indians. It is an interesting possibility that a number of intact specimens could turn up in a cache of her cargo.
Bolanos didn't make it clear if the wax and silks were cached or merely
left on the beach where they came ashore, but with nearly eighty people and
over a week's time it is probable that everything would be gathered together
and placed in a cache or bunker where it could be covered over and recovered
on another voyage. The intrenchment may have provided a good place for
this or it could have been dug into a nearby hillside. As improbable as it
may seem, some of the cases of silk might survive or show some trace to
the present day as it was often the practice to pack the cases with great
care and tightly cover them to protect the contents from sea water that might
leak onto them or from insects bred within the ships. In addition, the overland journey by muleback from Acapulco to the interior of Mexico necessitated unusually careful packaging.
The large number of 16th century ship spikes and nails found in the
Indian middens around Drakes Bay probably originates almost entirely from
the _San Agustin though there is some chance that some of them may have
come from Drake's camp sixteen years earlier. Juan del Rio's Declaracion
shows that both the Spanish and the Indians were gathering up the wreckage.
The Indians used the wood both for the construction of their houses and for
firewood. The more lightly constructed upper parts of the ship would be the
first to carry away and are probably the source of most of the nails. The
planking of the lower hull and decks is most likely to have been treenailed
for the most part. Wales would be through bolted with iron as would be knees,
keelson, riders, stem and stem posts, and miscellaneous binding members of
the hull.
The lower part of the hull would probably remain where the ship grounded,
weighted down by ballast, cargo, guns, shot, etc., and could conceivably
be found today in the sands outside of Drakes Estero. The sides and decks
would break away and come ashore in sections toolarge to be carried away or
broken apart by Indians, and this may account in some measure for the fact
that relatively few large iron fastenings are found in the middens. Otherwise
one might expect to find such pieces as eye-bolts, rings, and such fittings
as the chains that secured the lower deadeyes to the hull. The four iron rods,
as already pointed out, may have come from a piece of the stem which could
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have broken away from the ship entirely in a section small enough to be
carried in to the Indian settlement, possibly washing into the estero and
near the camp itself.
The natural distribution of the wreckage should be considered with
respect to its distribution in the Indian midden sites. At the height of the
southerly storm that wrecked the San Agustin, storm driven waves built up
the water level inside Drakes Bay. This excess of water equalizes its
level by flowing eastward out of the bay as a strong, longshore current.
The early distribution of wreckage and flotsam was consequently on the
beach immediately facing the wreck and for some distance to the east of
it. Cermeno's men and the Indians from Limantour Spit probably intercepted most of this, which would have consisted of the lighter planking
and members of the upper-works and furnishings ,and also part of the goods
washed out of the 'tween deck or through openings in the hull.
During the time that a flood tide flowed into Drakes Estero, a great
part of the wreckage would have been carried in with it. This would in
turn favor the east side of the channel because of the longshore drift,
particularly if the flotsam is also driven by a southwest or west wind.
Much of it would have entered the Limantour side of the estero where the
channel would then carry it toward middens Mrn 232 and Mm 307, where
the largest percentage of 16th century ship spikes has been found, as
'Nell as the four iron rods .
In recent years the Guild has found relatively large sections of modern,
wooden shipwreck on the Limantour spit. It is not unlikely that similar
sections of Cermeno's ship also ended up on the spit. Although the wood
may be entirely gone by now, some traces of the ironwork may yet be found
under the dunes at the outer end of Limantour Spit.
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THE SEARCH FOR FOOD
On November 30th, an investigation was held and recorded into the
loss of the San Agustin. This was probably held only a day or two after
the wreck. Because of the grim prospect for survival the expedition now
faced, Cermefio also took council that day with certain people he was
apparently required to consult with. Having taken their opinions, he
stated in a declaration that it was agreed that it was advisable to go out
in search of food because they had been unable to save any of the supplies or goods from the ship, ... and for the further was on that there
are almost eighty people to feed and no food to give them nor to carry in
the launch which is being finished and in which they have to go, and as
he has news that there is food near the camp with which they can be supplied, and having taken the opinions of those persons whom he ha.ct to consult,
it was agreed that it was advisable for the good of all and for the service
of the King to go in search of food.
The news that there was food near the camp may have come from the
Indian settlement in the vicinity of the middens at DNG lor 2. From some.
information contained in Juan del Rio's declaration describing the foraging
expedition, it appears that some Indians met with inland had formerly resided on the beach and had shared some of their food there with the Spaniards
after the wreck: .... These tw·enty Indians are those who took the Spaniards
to their settlement nearby, where they gave them some of the food they had,
acorns, a fruit the shape of a hazelnut, and other thinas to eat. This food
offered to the Spaniards is not indigenous to the shores of Drakes Bay.
It is not unlikely that these Indians revealed that it came from somewhere on the other side of Inverness Ridge.
With the resoiution made to go inland, Cermeno'o expedition must
have been organized almost at once, as he departed from the camp on the
same day, taking with him eleven Spaniards, four Negro slaves belonging
to him, and seven Indian ship boys, part of those belonging to the ship.
The names of all of the Spaniards are recorded. Included in the group
was a man who may have been a passenger and a person of some importance, Don Garcia de Paredes; the pilot, Juan de Morgana, who it was
added, offered to go with Cermeno; the ensign, Juan del Rio; Sergeant
Gutierrez; Corporal Francisco Rolon; and Francisco de Bolanos, who later
was a pilot on the Vizcaino expedition. All of those going out with
Cermeno were armed in the best possible manner to defend themselves.
In Cermeno' s absence, it was arranged for Captain de Chaves to take
command of the camp and supervise the work of completing the launch.
Twenty armed Spaniards were left with him to guard the camp.
The expedition inl1md for food is briefly mentioned in Cermeno' s
account of the voyage and in the official Declaracion, but he regarded
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the discovery of the character of the country seen inland to be of such
importance that on Decemb.er 6th, after having made two trips to the
same place for food, he had four of the people who accompanied him make
a declaracion of what they saw so that there would be a record of it,
These were Juan del Rio, Juan Gutierrez, Juan de Morgana, and Domingo
Francisco, a sailor. From the descriptions contained in the accounts,
the location of the Indian settlements discovered inland where Cermeno
found the food he required· can be positively related to the bank of a fresh
water marsh located at the northwest end of Olema Valley. During the
later days of Spanish occupation a permanent body of water, known as
Lake Ole mas, covered the acreage which the marsh now occupies, 1 and
on the banks of this and the stream leading into it are found trees and
plants of the type mentioned in the accounts.
Although there is no description of the place where Cermeno started inland, this can be reasonably pin-pointed by two indications to the
foot of the spur from Inverness Ridge ;,vhich passes between MudCly Hollow
and Laguua Ranch. The first of these is that according to the context
of the accounts , the lagoon at Laguna Ranch was discovered on the return to camp; therefore, he could not have passed that point before going inland. The second is that the spur above mentioned is located
at the first convenient crossing from Limantour Spit to the mainland.
A reconstruction of the route taken between Cermeii.o' s camp and
the Indian settlements inland must necessarily be conjectural, but it
would be fairly safe to assume that he followed an Indi.an trail, not only
for the greater ease of travel but also in the hope that it would lead to
settlements where he could procure the food s;1pplies required. Logical·ly,
there would have been a well traveled trail between the Indians at Lake
Olemas and those on Limantour Spit and to the other settlements on the
esteros. In a general way, these would follow routes that are direct and
e.:~sily traversed. At Drakes Bay the rid·;res and flanks above the valleys
provide the best route in most cases, and today the majority of the ranch
roads follow this pattern.
It would not be too far amiss to assume that Cermefio's.route followed the ridge of the spur leading from the beach to Inverness Ridge and then
descended along a spur paralleling Haggerty Gulch. Probability favors
the one on the south side, as following this and dropping into the valley·
at the foot of the spur,onewould be near known Indian habitation on the
shore of the Lake Olemas marsh and probably very near the place described

l.

Sally Carrigha.r, ~-'--'-''------'Exploring Marin.
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1
by Juan del Rio: ~.having gonE) inland some three or four leqg~ they
discovered in a little valley some trees bearing a quantity of bitter acorns.
From there he saw some smokes among some trees, and all being in accord
they went toward them. Having reached the place where the smoke w~
they found a number of Ind.ians settled, perhaps 100 altogether, men, women,
and children .•... These settlements are on the bank of a lagoon of fresh
water.
Cermefio' s introduction to these Declaracions adds the further information that he had gone inland four leagues, ....• and had discovered three
separate settlements of Indians - men, women, and children. They were
in their houses, which are similar to low caves, on the bank of a branch
of a river of sweet water where there are a number of trees bearing acorns
and other fruit, the vedona, the shape of a hazelnut, and hazelnuts like the
Castilian. 2 He estimated that there were 15 0 Indians and these
at once declared themselves to be friends and made peace.
Today, along the banks of the marsh and the stream evidence remains
of former Indian habitation, and here trees of the type mentioned in the
accounts are to be seen; the California laurel with fruit similar. to a hazelnut; the acorn-bearing live oaks in large numbers on the hillside and in the
small valleys nearby. The distance from Limantour Spit to these sites,
following the most likely route, is about 5 l/2 statute miles or about 3 3/•1
of Cermefio' s short leagues, whereas the direct distance from Drakes Bay
inland is closer to 3 of Cermeno' s leagues. The various accounts give
considerable description of the character of the area near the Indian settlements, all of which describe the northwest end of Olema Valley to a remarkable
degree as summed up by Juan de.l Rio: ...• This witness went about inspect~
ing the quality of the land and its ch'!racter, and saw not only on the bank of
the lake but in the little valleys many trees bearing acorns and many kinds
of food, on which the natives lived, hazelnut trees like those of Castile

------l.
This conclusion is based on an intensive study of this aspect of
Cermeno' s expedition made by Robert W. Allen,' Vice President of the Drake
Navigators Guild, who formerly made his home on the foot of the spur referred to. In the course of his investigation he discovered extensive traces of
Indian habitation in this area in the locations described in the accounts.

2.
The trees with the bitter acorns correspond to the coast live oak,
agrifolia, and the hazelnuts were undoubtedly found on the California laurel or
bay. The tree bears a plum-like, linch fruit, greenish to purple in color.
The seed looks like a hazelnut when the pulp is removed and was eaten by the
Indians, who heated it to make it palatable.
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Plate X
NORTH END OF BEAR VALLEY RANCH. FRESH WATER LAGOON IN
FOREGROUND. TOMALES BAY IN DISTAl'JCE

Plate XI
BEAR VALLEY RANCH. POINT REYES STATION IN DISTAl'JCE
FRESH WATER LAGOON BEYOND TREES.
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and many herbs 1 such as thisi!es and other fragrant ones like those of
1
He saw a number of partridges 2 and a great quantity of deer
horns. One of these wh~~h he measured was sixteen palms from tip to tip,
w1th a number of points.
The country appeared to him to be well adapted
to sow and reao any kind of seed, as it looked like the country of Castile
and was of good character.

~He.

Surprisingly, very little attention seems to have been paid to
Tomales Bay though Cermeno seems to make reference to H in his account:
. , .. There is also near where I went to seek food a branch of a river which
runs into the sea ". Presumably, he was using "river" in the same sense as
used in his description of Drakes Estero,
It would have been logical for Cermeno to retrace his steps when
leaving the Indian settlements at Olema Valley, though it is possible that
he may have taken a different route to account for discovering the fresh
water stream on the shore of the sea about a league before return~ng to his
camp. However, by following the same route he could easily have seen the
stream leading to Drakes Bay from the height of the spur above Laguna Ranch.
Then on nearing the bay 1 he may have descended to it in order to ascertain
its qualities as a watering place for ships or the camp.

The Declaracion recorded that on this day a quantity of thistles
were brought back with which to sustain the survivors of the San Agustin.
HaviEg discovered that he could bring back a quantity of acorns and other
food from the Lake Ole mas villages, Cermefio went out with a second expedition on December 2nd with fifteen Spaniards with their arms in addition
to the Negroes and Indians sent along on the first expedition. These were
to bring back all of the food they could carry in order to provide further for
the camp and particularly for provisioning of the launch.

1. Miss Alice Eastwood indentified the thistle as a species which grows
near the coast, Cirsium edule, and suggested that the stems and leaves
were cooked as greens, or possibly the seeds were eaten. She identified
the herbs as probably being the yerba buena 1 Micromeria doublasii, and
the wild pennyroye.l, Monardella villosa , both of which are common in the
region. Wagner, Spanish Voyages .....•.••. 1 p. 3 71.
2.

Quail.

3.

These were horns of the Roosevelt Elk.
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DEPARTURE
On Friday morning, the 8th of December, the nearly eighty survivors
from the San Agustin embarked in the launch, hopefully named San Buenaventura, and started the 1500 nautical mile voyage to civilization. _
Apparently the course was laid to pass close to the Farallon Islands about
a league on the mainland side; probably being abeam of the Southeast
Farallon late in the afternoon. At nightfall the launch was hove-to
awaiting daybreak, not far from the islands, as the distance made good
was only 10 leagues or about 23 nautical miles.
Why Germe no did not explore the coast within the Gulf of The F'arallones,
but instead, kept well off shore, can only be sunnised. Perhaps he thought
that during his stay at Drakes Bay he saw all that there was to b_e seen in
the vicinity and considered it more worthwhile to investigate the islands and
check their position. The Farallones were later recognized by the Vizcaino
expedition as a good navigational landmark by which the Manila 'galleons
could rec,ognize Point Reyes.
The following day, Saturday, December 9th, Cermeno coasted the San
Mateo County coastline, at times as close as a musket-shot, or about a
quarter of a mile, from the shore, and by sundown he reached Point Afio
Nuevo, where he anchored. There was a strong wind and the day was so
cloudy he was unable to take an observation for latitude. He states that
1
he sailed a great deal; 22 leagues or about 50 nautical miles •
It is interesting to note that if the distance sailed this day is run back
from Point Ano Nuevo to a position near the Southeast F'arallon, it indic'ates
that Cermefio headed inshore as soon as he made sail in the morning, and
that he probably closed with the coast near Point Montara. At that time he
may have been within a dozen miles of the Golden Gate; yet from the time
that he left Drakes Bay, he was never able to see that there ":Zas a strait
leading into the inland sea now known as San Francisco Bay.
1. Since the number of hours of daylight between sunrise and sunset for
this ti.me of the y2ar is slightly more than nine and a half, some indication of the launch's performance with a strong wind in the open
sea can be obtained by assuming that Cermefio was under sail about
ten hours; getting underway a half hour or so before sunup. By this ·
reckoning, he would have averaged about 5 knots from the Southeast
Farallon to Point Ano Nuevo. December 1Oth, he crossed Monterey
Bay with favorable weather and made slightly more than the distance
sailed the day before; From Point Afio Nuevo to Point Sur, close to 55
nautical miles with .a moderate wind and sea. The reconstruction of
(continued on next page)
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Ironically, Cermeno wrote that the land could be plainly seen, and
. the general aspect of the coastline is accurately described- bare near the
sea, rough, broken country with pine and oak on the mountains. It is
tempting to speculate that there is a hint of skepticism towards Morena's
account of discovering the Strait of Anian when Cermeno wrote that he had
sailed all of this day without discovering anything worthy of mention, It
is probable that Cermeno's report was the reason for the scant attention
paid to the Gulf of the Farallones by Vizcaino.
On Sunday morning Cermeno discovered and crossed Monterey B3.y,
which he named the Bay of San Pedro, and that everting anchored behind
Point Sur. In spite of the hardship he and his people were now beginning
to suffer, he faithfully attempted to reconnoiter the coast as much as he
could until an adverse wind forced him to shelter a few days at Santa
Cata·lina Island. After leaving this island on December 22nd, he was
compelled because of food shortage and sickness among his people, to
make the best speed possible by sailing at night as well as day, still
k~eping to the coast, but with no delays to explore bays, ports, or other
features,
On the 7th of January Cermeno arrived at a ranch on the coast of
Mexico about a league from Chacala, and he with most of his people
disembarked, The launch, under the command of Juan de Morgana, was
dispatched to Acapulco, arriving safely the 31st of January.

(continued from previous page)
the Mayflower's shallop, a 33 foot double ender, was found to average
5 knots on a reach in a 10 to 12 knot breeze and in heavier winds she
occasionally reached 8 knots, See William A. Baker, Colonial Vessels,
•o•••lp,.SOo
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APPENDIX I
THE ACCOUNT OF SEBASTIAN RODRIGUEZ CERI•\ENO

TI1e following is that portion of Cermeno's own account of his
voyage dealing with his exploration on the coast of Northern California
and of his return to Mexico from Drakes Bay from the translation by
Henry R. Hagner, published in the California Historical Society
Quarterly, Vol. III, 1924. Wagner's comment on Cenneno's account,
which is given in his book, "Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast
of America in the Sixteenth Century," is pertinent here and quoted
in part as follows:
"With few exceptions all the documents relating to this expedition
will be found in two files in the Archives, 58-3-11 and 58-3-12, the
first containing ti1e correspondence of Velasco, and the second that of
the Conde de Monterey. The latter with his letter of April 19, 1596,
enclosed a copy of Cermefio's narrative, the Declaracionl made by him and
the autos2of the information of the character of the land and the verification of the character of the country, both referring to the expeditions inland at Drakes Bay. There is another copy of Cermefio's narrative in 58-3-16, which differs slightly from the one in 58-3-i2. It is
undoubtedly a somewhat later copy and contains some errors. Both appear
to be signed by Cermeiio, they certainly have the same signature, whj_ch
is not in either case in the satne handwriting as the narrative. As
there is no rubrica3 attached to the signatures, however, some doubt
may be entertained as to whether they are really his. The namE seems
to be spelled Sermenyo or possibly Zermenyo. In his Declaracion the
na-r.e invariably appears as Sermefio; in the correspondence, ho,ever, it
is spelled Cermeno, and as that fonn has been long in use, it has been
adopted in this book, in order ·not to occasion any confusion. For the
seme reason he is not referred to as Rodriguez, vrhich was his real name,

Cermeno, no doubt having been his mother's name."
" In the April, 1924,. Quarterly of the California Historical
Society, the writer published translations of Cermei:io's narratiYe, with
the exception of the first part of which a sumr:tary ><as made, and of the
two autos about the character of the country at Drakes Bay. In the
footnotes such extracts from the Declaration of Cermefio were embodied
as added ru1ything to his narrative.

1.

A solernn statement made by witnesses not under oath, but
subject to prosecution for perjury.

2.

A statement of a ><itness obtained under oath.

3.

A marking or writing in red

to indica·i;e authenticity.
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Appendix,

I

Account of Rodriguez Cermeno, continued.
The first part of Cermeno' s account was sununarized by Wagner in
abstract form to avoid a tedious narration of daily courses and
distances from Manila to California. Cermerto's orders apparently
required him to begin his exploration of the California coast at 42°
latitude. On reaching 42° on October 22nd, he was more or less successful in running along this parallel until he reached the coast. Wagner
begins Germano's full account on October 29th in full 42° latitude:
Sebastian Rodriguez Cermeno
"Here we encountered cloudy weather, a calm sea and a favorable
wind. By night I did not sail as ;;e were hear the land and feared
running ashore, and kept casting the lead continuously until Saturday
morning, the 4th of November, ;;hen the land and coast of New Spain
appeared. The land "hich appeared was between wo capes, about twenty
leagues apart. From the western part the coast trends north a quarter
northeast.
"It was the hour of the angelus when we came within a league of
the lac'ld, 1-rhich appeared mountainous and heavily forested with trees
1<hich could not be distinguished. Among them were many pine trees
grm<ing very thickly near the sea and 1.nland, which ;;ere made out as
we "ent coasting along near the shore (to see) where there might
possibly be found conveniences and a safe port in 1-rhich to enter and
make the lmmch '"ith which to prosecute the reconnaissance. Many fires
were seen that night on the coast and inland.
"Complying in ever;{ respect '<rith the orders and instructions
from His Majesty which I carried for the purpose, running along the
coast, at five o'clock and before reaching the land I began to sound
and found seventy fathoms, aJld went on until the iead showed ·twenty
fl.ve fathoms, when we were a league from the land, as stated above.
"As it was now night, in order to see by daylight 1-1hat the coast
and the land had tci show I ran close-hauled till after midnight, 1-1hen
I returned to get near the land; and running along it I found it very
rough and dangerous, as there was a heavy surf breaking on numerous
small islands and reefs near the shore, so that it was not possible to
approach nearer the land.
"Coasting along about half a league from land, a reef was disco'rered which might be about a league in the sea, >rhich was Cape Mendocino (This was so) because from there the coast runs southeast, and
in the other direction, from the <rest (point) it runs north a quarter
northeast. Follo>ring along with all sails set so as by daylight to see
if a port could be discovered and reached in which to enter, a point of
land >~as discovered with two small islands outside which seemed to make
a port as it formed inside a small cove. \{nile entering this it was
seen that within where the shl.p 1?ould have to anchor vere some low rocks,
large ru1d dangerous. This having been seen, the ship turned back and
1•ent coasting along while day lasted, and at night I ran out to sea.
"That night the wind came up strong from the northwest and the
sea came on our beam, and from midnight on it blew so strong that it
was necessary to strike the foresail. As the 1?eather was severe, we
ke-pt getting near the lana, and having reached it, a morro Has discovered,
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;rhich makes a high land and seemed like the Punta del Brazil of Tercera.
"Running along a musltet-shot from the land, ;re saw a point ;rhich
bore northwest, and entering by this ;re saw that there ,.,as a large bay.
Here I went on casting the lead, with the bow headed north a quarter
northeast, with the bottom of the sea of sand and clean, and went to
seven fathoms, where I anchored. The point on the west side bore southwest quarter 1-1est, and the one on the east, south-southeast. The bay
is very large and shapti<;,d ·like a horseshoe, and a river fUllS into it,
and on the bar at high•there are three fathoms of water, and from
the bar outside to the entrance of the anchorage there is a distance
of two shots of an arquebus.
"Having anchored in this bay, we saw in the middle of it three
small islands which bore south-southwest, and to the south a small
island of half a league in size. The islands trended northwestsoutheast. The land is bare. The river above referred to enters into
the land three leagues and has a narrow mouth, while above in ~orne
parts it is a league in width, and in others a half a league. On the
west side it has t1<0 branches of half a league each, and on the east
side one, the entrance of '1hich is a matter of a quarter of a league
from the bar. Entering by this one, you will f~nd fresh water on the
rit;ht side, which comes from another river with a plentiful supply of
water, and <rhere this falls in there are Indians settled. They are
1-rell set up 2nd robus·t Hi th long hair, a11d go entirely naked, only

the women w·earing skirts of grass and deerskins. Any place ;rhere there
are sandbanks near the sea you can find drinking water by digging down
a little distance."
"Having anchored in this bay on the 6th, shortly an Indian, one
of those living on the beach, came out in a small boat made of grass
which looks like the bui}!!'rushes of the lake of Mexico. The Indian
;ras seated in the middle··~of this, and he had in his hand an oar with
two blades >Ii th which he rowed 'lith great s1-1iftness. He came alongside the ship, where he remained a good while, talking in his languao;e without anyone understanding what he was saying. Being addressed
with kind words, he came closer to the ship, and there we gave him
things such as pieces of silk and cotton and other trifles which the
ship carried, and with 1<hich he returned to shore very contented.
The next day, the 7th, four other Indians came out to the ship in the
same kind of boats. They came aboard and did the same as the first one.
"In order to see the character of the land and put in hand what
was contemplated, nmnely, the building of a launch to prosecute the
discovery, I sent in the.· ship's boat twenty-two men, seventeen of them
armed 1-1i th arquebuses and three with shields, and the ensign and the
sert;eant. I went ashore with it and landed on the beach, where I
found near by many Indians-men, women, and children, who had their
dwellings there. These were pits made in the sand and covered 1<ith
grass, in the manner of the Chichimecos Indians. 1~ey had bows and
arrows, and we could find no other kind of iron with which to cut a
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weapon or anythine; else. The people were painted in certain parts,
althoue;h the paint is not so thiclr as with the Chichimecos.
"The lfllld seems fertile as far as three leagues inland,
according to uhat I saw and what the other Spaniards sm< whom I
took with me to seek food, of which there was need on account of
the loss of the ship. The soil will return any kind of· seed that
may be sown, as there are trees which bear hazelnuts, acorns and
other fruits of the country, madrones and fragrant herbs like those
in Castile. There is also near where I went to seek food a branch of
a river which runs into tne sea, and near the camp are other arroyos
of fresh >Tater about two rrn.1sket shots from the sea. There are also
in the country a quantity of crabs and wild birds fllld deer, with which
the people maintain their existence. And this is put down in the
declaration, and I have lmmdedge of it as a person who twice went
1
inland to seek food, as we had none.
"On Friday morning the 8th of December, we left the bay and
port of San Francisco - or as its other name is, Bahia Grande where we were shipwrecked. This bay is in 38 2/3°,and the islandsl
which are in the mouth (of the bay) are in 381- 0 , and from one point
of the bay to the other there may be a distance of twenty-five
leagues, I passed near the islands and about a league more or less
from the land; and this day I sailed about ten leagues and lay to
during the following night. On the following day, which was the 9th,
I coasted along the coast until sundown, when I anchored so as not
to pass behind the point by night,2 Up to this point the coast runs
northwest and southeast. I did not take the sun during the day
because it did not· appear; it Has cloudy and there Has much wind,
During the day I travelled tHenty-tHo leagues Hithout discovering
during the whole journey anything worthy of mention. Sailing close
to the land and at times within a musket-shot of it, one could see
it plainly, and that it was bare, like rough broken country, although
above on the mountains there were some pine and oak trees. The land
seemed to be unpopulated, as no people were seen on it in the day
time, and at night there was no smoke nor fire,
"Sunday morning I commenced to sail, and discovered a very large
bay, which I named the bay of San Pedro.3 It measures from point to
point across the mouth a distance of fifteen leagues travel; and taking
the sun in it I found that it was in the latitude of 37°, Sailing
seven or eight leagues toward the south, I anchored behind a point4
so as not to travel at night,

1.
2,
3,
4.

The Farallon Islands,
Probably Point Ano Nuevo.
l-ion terey Bay
Point Sur.
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THE DECLARATIONS OF SEBACTL~N RODRIGUEZ CERMENO

The accounts ''hich follow are the translations from Henry R.
Wagner's book, "Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast of America in
the Sixteent!1 Century". 'l'hese are of particular intere8t as being
first hand accounts, termEd here Declaraciones, made by Cerrr.eno and
others on the expedition to Pedro de Lugo, scrivener to the king, who
appears to have accompanied this voyage acting in the ccpacity of a
Notary. He identi.fies himself in the notationn made for November 15th,
on which date he was with Cermei\o on an exploration of Drakes Bay.
Cermeno's own Declaracion transmitted to the scrivener begins at
the time that his exploration of the California coast begins, November
4th, and continues as a running account until he reached Puerto de Chacala
in Hexico Hith the launch. His accotmt is concluded and signed; All
this, I the scrivener, certify to, being present as witnesses Don Ga.rcia
de Paredes, Andres de Porras, nnd Juan del Rio, the ensign. Sebas-tian
F.od.rit__o1,l.leZ Sel...meho, before me Pedro cle Lugo, scrivener of' the King. For
this nurpose I here make my sign in testimony of the truth.
Pedro de Lugo, scri.vener of the King
After the wreck Cermei1o had several of his people m'Olke Declaraci.ones
to the scrivener at Dral<es Bay (Puerto y Bahia de San Francisco; as to
1·rhat they had vitnessed with respect to the character of the land.
The events T;.rhich follow~d Cermefio 's arrival at Chacala are of interest as pertaining to the narratives, and Wagner'S accm.mt of these is

quoted as foliows:
"The lmmch under the corrnnand of !·!organa arrived at Acapulco
Ja.'l\.Ulry 31, Hith oi1ly four sailors, five Indiana, and a Negro. The
officials visited the boat) finding nothing on board and the men almost
naked. !c!organa toave under oath an account of the voyage and the loss
of the ship, stating that· a Franciscan and other persons on board had
been drmmed when she struck ond went to pieces.
"The rest of the party having disembarked at Chacala, must at once
have: eone to Compo stela, nenrby, from vthere the officers or such as

,.,ere able to tra'rel, went to Guadalajara, "here nn investigation of
the affair was made by the P.udiencia. It is probable that at that time
the various autos 'lhich had been made during the voyage were presented.
Included in these 1·Tere no duubt the Declaracion just trAnslated, one
made about the >-a·eck ·and the various ,;ritten <lemnnds on the Captain,
noH lost. After the officers reached Mexico City, the Viceroy, conducted
another and found the officers vere blaming each other for the disaster.
Ee ex8mined Cermeno in the presence of the master and the boatswain, who
he said were both very expert, and although they agreed in some matters,
they differed in others. On the whole, he felt that Cermeno had not
failed to comply ;rith his oblie;ations, out if after further investigation
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anyone in particular seemed to be to blame he wrote that he would
punish him, although he felt very sorry for their sufferings and
the loss of' so much property. He was of' the opinion that Cerme'il.o
had crossed the bays from point to point, and most of' those where a
port mi,sht be found at night, due, however, to the hunger and sickness >rhich had made them hasten the voyage. On the whole, he considered that the intention of the King had not been complied >ifith,
and all thought that the voyage of discovery should not.be made with
a loaded ship on the return voyage from the islands, but upwards to
the north from the coast of' New Spain.
"In addition to the letter of' the officials at Acapulco regarding the loss there is extant a letter from the Audiencia dated
Mexico, March 5, 1596, stating that the vessel was lost in 28°(38°),
that twelve were drowned, and that all the goods were lost. Rivero,
one of the oydores,l wrote the following day that seven men were
dro1med. Bolanos, who was probably either the master or boatswain/
afterwards accon1panied Viscaino, and in his Derrotero3 states (speaking of Pt. Reyes and the bay) that there was a very good refUge from
the south and southeast winds in a corner at the southwestern. part
of a small bay, formed by the eastern extension of the point. He
adds that the San Agustin i·TaS lost in the bay and that this vas
caused more by the fault of the Captain than by bad veather. It
is to be regretted that the auto made after the loss has not been
found."
The latitude given in the above paragraph as· 28°in "llhich the
San Agustin was lost may not have been an error but rather a deliberate attempt to conceal the location of' the "1/reck from salvagers.
In addition to the auto made by Juan del Rio, the ensign, at
Drakes Bay, there are three-more declarations almost identical to
his. They "1/ere made by Juan Gutierrez, the sergeant, Juan de Norgana,
and Domingo Francisco, a sailor. The S1Wrn declaration made in

1.

Hearer, a judge of the Audiencia or Supreme court of Mexico.

2.

Father de la Ascension, who also accompanied the Vizcaino
expedition, describes Bolanos as being one of the sailors
on the ship with Cermeno.

J.

Coast Pilot, a book containing descriptions of coast lines,
harbors, dangers, information of winds, currents, tides, and
other information of interest to mariners.
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Acapulco by Juan de Morgana, Cermeno's pilot, was forwarded to the
Viceroy by the royal officials of the port, February l, 1596, but it
is noH lost. The statement concerning him ~<as obtained from the
letter which accompanied it.
Declaracion:
"In the ship, San Agusti.n , which arrived at Cabo Nendccino,
on the new discovery of the coast of New Spain Saturday morning,
November !~, 1595, ·before me Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of. the King,
our master, and the witnesses, Sebastian Rodriguez Sermeno, captai.n
and chief pilot of this new discovery for the King, our master, in
virtue of a royal provision dispatched for that purpose by Don Luis
de Velasco, member of the Order of Santiago, viceroy, governor and
captain-general of Ne>< Spain, declnred: That in compliance ><ith this
provision he had been dispatched from the Puerto de Cabite of Nanila
by Don Luis Perez Dasmarinas, governor and captain-general there, in
the ship San Agustin , the property of Captain Pedro Sarmiento, who
offered it for the purpose of making the discovery, as is recorded in
the documents executed in the matter and which he has in his possession and to which he refers. Having set sail from that port, July 4,
of this year, he had coc1e prosecuting his \·oyage and a straight course
and had gone up to the greatest latitude ><hich the >~Cather permitted.
"Having reached the latitude of 42° on a coast trending northsouth and Hhere th8 end of the land bore north a quarter northeast,
the highest latitude reached, he went in pursuit of his voyage until
the present day, November 4, when he came in sight of land, the coast
of New Spain. Approaching this as much as he could on that day, until he came within two leagues of it, a little more or less, and having
cast the lead for the first time, he found seventy fathoms of water.
He W(mt on casting the lead in this manner until he found himself in
eighteen fathoms o·f water and about half a league from land. As night
was coming on, he ordered the sails taken in and the ship remained
beam to the sea until the following morning, the 5th of the month, Mhen
he hoisted them and went folloMing along the coast. The night before,
,;hen he sigh·ted land, he saM on it some smoke and fire. Proceeding,
he sa'r that the coast was very bold and dangerous because of a heavy
surf caQsed by the many small islands and reefs near the land. It
Has thus impossible for the ship to approach nearer shore. Coasting
along about the same half a leaGUe from land a reef was discovered
which might be about a league at sea. This 1fhich 1<as Cabo Mendocino
1-ras rounded, and the ship again approached land as before. Having
ordered two men to the tops to look about to see if there were· any
reefs ahead, a point of land Has discovered with two small islands off
it. This appeared to be a port as it made a small ensene.da. Hhile
entering this, the men in the tops smr some great dangerous rocks where
the ship '.<ould have to anchor. Shouting this out, the ship bore away
and stood C>ff to sea away from land, s,s night was coming on. vlhile
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sailing, a heavy wind and sea came up at ten o'clock, which made it
necessary to lay the ship's beam to the sea. This was done with so
nmch labor in the ship, that in the whole course of the voyage no
such great storm was encountered as blew that night and until the
follDI<ing day, the 6th, when sail was made in the direction of land,
with only the lower foresail and without the bonnet, both the ship
and the men suffering greatly on account of the strong gale and the
heavy sea.
"In view of the great danger in which the Captain and Chief Pilot
Has putting the ship and the men, as she was very small and almost open,
making it necessary to devote two out of three watches to the pump, and
terrorized at the danger of the day before while entering the port, the
pilot master, and boatsvain made a ''Ti tten demand on him to run with
the wind and proceed on his voyage to Acapulco as it Has impossible to
prosecute the discovery by reason of the ship's being in such a badly
battered state, as is on record more fully in the said demand >Vhich
they made before Alonso Gomez, the scrivener of the ship. NotHithstqnding this, Captain Sebastian Rodriguez kept on approaching land
and the Heather kept improving.
"Being nm< near land, like the day before, he went on folloHing
the coast. He ordered some men to the tops to look about and see 'That
1-1as ab.ead. About midday a point of high land was cliscovered which revealed a great ensenada, in which he entered, sounding with lead from
fo1·ty fathoms dmm to five Hhere he anchored the ship. 'l'his can be
taken to be the depth of the "hole bay, as after· doubling the point
this depth of ·rive, six, and seven fathoms and no more was never lost.
The bottom is clean and of :fine sand. The ship anchored in the bay
and port about a quarter of a leaE,"Ue from shore. Along all the coast
>ihich the ship follo\ied after discovering land until she anchored,
there were many fires ncar the sea, and many forests of pines inland
from which it may be concluded that it is inhabited by people.
"On the day in >ihich the ship anchored in the bay, about four
o'clock in the afternoon,. many Indians appeared on the beach and soon
one of them got into a small craft which they employ, like a cacate of
the lake of Mexico, He came off to the ship 1<here he remained quite a
time talkine in his language, no one understa..'lding "That he said. Some
cotton cloth and silk things were given him and a red cap. He took
them and \lent back to land. Early the next morning the 7th, four
other crafts like the first came out from land to the ship, and in
c;ach one "as an Indian. They came alone side "here they remained some
time tall<ing in their language. Captain Sebastian Rodriguez gave each
of them some cotton cloth and taffetas and entertained them the best
he could. They went ashore and the Captain at once embarked in the ship's
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boat with twenty-two men, seventeen being harguebusiers with their
arms. Accompanying him were Captain Francisco de Chaves and his ensign, the sergeant and the corporal and three men with shields. These
1?ent ashore vri th the Indians and landed on the beach of the port near
some of their underground habitations, in which they live, resembling
caves and like those of the Chichimecos Indians of New spain. They
are well-made people, robust and more corpulent than the Spaniards in
general. They go naked without covering and with their private parts
exposed, but the vmmen cover theirs with straw and skins of animals.
~1eir arms are bows and arrows.
They wear their hair long and have no
beards; any one who has any removes it. They are painted on the breast
and on certain parts of the arms, but the paint is not so decorative as
with the Chichimecos.
"On the same day that the Captain went ashore with his men, he asked
all to vitness that he took possession of the land and port in the name
of the King, our master. He gave it the name 'La Baya de San Francisco,'
and the Reverend Father Fray Francisco de la Concepcion of the Order of
the barefoot Franciscans, who comes in the ship, baptized it. The Captain, wit.h his ensign, Juan del Rio, carrying the banner, and the serg:=ant with the men in order went marching to a village ·><hich is about
a harquebus-shot from tl1e beach. Here all the Indian men and women,
perhaps fifty all told without counting children, were looking on with
gl'eat fright in seeing people they had never seel} before. They were
a.ll very peaceable and their arms 'lere in their houses, it not being
knovn up to that time that they had any. They produced a seed the shape
of an anise seed, only a little thinner, and having the taste of sesame,
of which they make the bread they eat. Their food consists of crabs and
1·Tild birds, which are in great abundance near 1fhere they live, and many
deer, as these have been observed going about. They are beyond comparison the largest that have been seen as >fill be apparent from the horns
which were found, of which the Captain carries a sample.
"As the Captain with his men was proceedirrg the same day from the
settlement, about half a league distant inland a band of Indians appeared
vho approached in a warlike manner, for as soon as they saw the Spaniards
they performed a caracole and skirmished in a circle, like the Chichimecos, with loud howls. Shortly, one of them who carried a tall banner
of black feathers began to advance towards where the Spaniards 1-1ere, and
having looked them over stopped to vie1-T the men. Two Indians; of' the
friendly ones 1-1ho 1-1ere being treated well, talked with them and soon
they lo1-1ered their arms, put them on the ground, and came to1-1ards the
Spaniards. The one who carried the banner brought and delivered it to
the C'l.ptain and all the other Indians approached in an humble manner and
as if' terrorized, 'l.lld yielded peacefully. He made much of' them, embracing them and giving them some of' the taffeta sashes which the Spaniards
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wore. So the Spaniards came up to them, embracing them and they took
their bm;s and arrows and gave them freely to the Spaniards. They
all had their faces painted and annointed in black and red. The Captain and the Spaniards went on until they reached a hill from which
the Indians had come do'>m, in order to see if there was any other settlement. On arriving at the top they saw coming an Indian. man and a woman
1·rho was carrying a child. The Indian had some acorns for his food.
These, without shm;ing any fear or running a;ray, came up to the Spaniards
and the Captain made much of them and entertained them. The Indian
treated the Spaniards to his acorns and the Captain declared that no
one should do them any harm or take anything a'day from them. This done,
they returned, going around the whole hill and down to the beach with
all the men. Here he fixed his camp and made an entrenchment for defense and to put in hand at once the launch which had to be made for
the discovery, having journeyed this day about three leagues. Here Indians from nearby kept coming and the chief talked a long time. When
he had finished the Captain made much of them, giving to each pieces of
cotton and silk. They remained a good while and then ;rent away without
doing anything. All were naked like the rest.
"November 15, the Captain embarked in the ship's boat >Ti th eight
armed Spaniards, and I, the scrivener, went with them. He went up an
arm of a river, one of three ><hich empty into the bay and port, to discover ><hat ><as in them. This one makes a bar on. which at high tide
there ><ere about three fathoms of water, and from the shoal outside to
the anchoring place the distance is t1;o harquebus-shots. One of the
rivers is large and enters the land about three leagues. The mouth is
narrow and near it there is a settlement of Indians of the same class
as those above mentioned. A little farther on there is another of a
fev pcople near the 1mter and at quite a distance from these there is
another of naked Indians who had their dwellings on a hill. They did
not appear to have any arins. This river in places may be about a
league ·,;ide and in others a half a league. On the ;rest side there are
tHo branches of a half' a ·league each, and on the east side one about a
quarter of a league from the bar. On entering this, there is on the
right side s;reet water >rhich comes down .from a copious river, at the
entrance of Vlhich Indians e.re settled >ri th their V~Omen, well-made people
and robust as has been stated. Hater good for drinking purposes can be
found by digging down a little in any place >rhere there are sand banks
near the sea.
"November 30, the ship San Agustin having been lost Vlith the food
supply in her, the Captain lef't the camp >lith eleven Spaniards and some
Indians and slaves with their arms on an expedition inland to hunt for
food to sustain those who had survived the ''reck, as there VIas nothing
to eat. Having journeyed three leagues they found three villages of
Indians of the same class and character as those above described, who
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were settled so~ewhat apart from each other on an arm of a river of
sweet water on the banks of which there were many trees bearing acorns,
hazelnuts of Castile, and other fruits of the country, madrones,
thistles and fragrant herbs. From here they brought that day and on
another day, December 2, a quantity of thistles with which the men were
sustained and which was to be taken in the launch.
"Friday morning, December 8, the day of the Limpia Conception de
Nuestra Senora, Captain Sebastian Rodriguez departed from the Puerto y
Bahia de San Francisco which is in 38° 40~ the islands outside being
in 3~ 0 , in the launch which he built for the discovery named the
San Buenaventura. He passed close to the islands on the mainland side
about a league mray. This day he sailed about ten leagues, and that
night lay to without sailing. The next day, Saturday, December 9, he
wen·t sailing along the coast until sundown, when he anchored in order
not to pass behind a point after nightfall. All this coast up here
trends northwest-southeast. No observation was made of the sun because
it did not appear, as the day was cloudy and there was a strong wind.
He sailed a great deal, perhaps twenty-two leagues, 1<ithout discovering in all this distance anything worth noting dmm. In going along
very.close to land, frequently only a musket-shot from it, all that
may be seen is bare land near the sea and pine and oak timber in the
high country. No smokes or fire appeared. After departing from this
port on Sunday morning the lOth, he made sail wii;h favorable weather
and c<iscovered a very large ensenada 1<hich bore to the east and
southeast, all a bold coast. T'nis day he observed the sun at midday
in 37°.
From the mouth of the ensenada the land bore to the south."
( The voyage continues to Acapulco)
"All this, I, the scri,rener, certify to, being present as witnesses Don Garcia de Paredes, Andres de Porras, and Juan del Rio, the
ensign. Sebastian Rodriguez Sermefio, before me Pedro iie I.ugo, scrivener of the King. For thi·s purpose I here make' my sign in testimony
of the truth."
Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King.
DECIJIRATION- LOSS OF SHIP AND DECISION TO SEARCH FOR FOOD
"In the port and bay of the new discovery of Cabo Mendocino in the
camp of Santa Fe, November 30, 1595, before me Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King, our master, Captain Sebastian Rodriguez Sermeno, the
chief pilot of the discovery, d~clared: That by reason of th8 loss of
the ship San Agusti.n which he brought, while at anchor in the said
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port, and which Captain Pedro Sarmiento offered to the King in the City
of Manila, without having been able to save any ·or the food supplies or
other property on board as is recorded in the investigation made this
day, and for the further reason that there are almost eie;hty people to
feed and no food to give them nor to carry in the launch which is being
finished ru1d in which they have to go, and as he has news that there is
food near the camp with which they can be supplied, and· having taken
the opinions of those persons '\-Thorn he had to consult, it was agreed that
it was advisable foe:· the goorl of all and for the service of the King to
GO in search of food, leaving in the camp in his place as lieutenant,
Captain Francisco rle Chaves, a person worthy of full confidence, to
give the orders and commands necessary to finish the work lacking on
the launch and other things which might occur during his absence, and
h1enty armed Spaniards to remain with him, guarding the launch and the
camp, all of whom should obey him and foll01f his orders as if he were
the captain himself. He took with him to hunt for food and bring it
back Don Garcia de Paredes and the pilot, Juru1 de Morgana, who offered
to e;o with him, Juan del Rio, his ensign, Sergeant Juan Gutie.rrez, Corporal Francisco Rolon, Francisco de Bolanos, Ju~~ Bautista, Francisco
de Cea, Sebastian Perez, Gonzalo Hernandez, Pedro de Chaves, four
slaves of the Captain whom he offered to take for the service of the
party (leaving behind the other three who were sick), and seven Indian
ship boys, part of those on the ship, all equipped in the best possible
monner 1·Tith their arms to defend themselves. Thus the Captain departed from the camp 1·Ti oh all these men with this design, for it was
advisable to do so for the vell-being and maintenance of all the men
in the camp. Sebastian Rodriguez Sermeffo thus arranged matters and
signed this before me, Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King.
"After this had occurred, Captain Sebastian Rodriguez returned
from his seerch for food for the men he had in his camp, having discovered on the day he set. out a place near it from which he could
bring a quantity of acorns and other things with 't-lhich he could relieve the necessities 1,-hich at present all the, men lacl~:ed, as they had
nothing to eat. He found· it in a settlement of 150 Indians <Tho at
onco declared themselves to be friends and made peace. Where they
~>ere settled there were a number of trees whicl:l bear acorns and other
foods and fn1its with which they could sustain themselves. He decided, December 2, to send out to bring in this food, ru1d for that
purpose appointed Juan del Rio, his ensign, 't-lho shall take with him
fifteen Spaniards 1·Tith their arms to bring all the food they could,
besides the Indians and Negroes sent along for the same purpose,
Thus he provided and ordered and signed 1'i th his name, and as it >Tas
deemed advise.ble for the Captain to go to carry out what was agreed
to in this auto, he went personally. To this I certify, Sebastian
Rodri[Uez Sermeiio."
Before me, Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King.
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DECLARATION-DESCRI¥EION OF INTERIOR AT DRAKES BAY
"In the port and bay of the new discovery which was named "San
Francisco", Captain Sebastian Rodriguez Sermeno, chief pilot of the
discovery, on December 6, 1595, declared:
"That he had gone inland some four leagues to hunt for and bring
back food for the maintenance of the men under his charge, 1iho were
without it by reason of the loss of the San Agustin , from which
nothing could be ·saved, and had discovered three separate settlements
of Indians - men, women, and children. They were in their houses,
which are similar to low.caves, on the bank of a branch of a river of
sweet water where there were a number of trees bearing acorns and another fruit, the vedona, the shape of a hazelnut, and hazelnuts like
the Castilian. 1~ere were other trees bearing fruit, thistles, and
odoriferous herbs like those of Spain. The land is well fitted and
appropriate for grm<ing any kind of seed which may be sown in it, by
reason of the quality of the soil and the temperature as without any
artificial aid it produces what has been noted. Since it is advisable
that those persons who accompanied him and saw it should declare what
they know about it, and in order that there may be a record of this
and of the character of the country seen and discovered, and ·an informacion about it should be received, he therefore so provided and signed
it, Sebastian Rodriguez Sermeno . 11
Before me, Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King.
Juan del Rio, Cermeno's ensign, adds some additional information to
the first of the above forays.
"This witness went with Captain Sebastian Rodriguez inland the
first time vi.th twelve other Spc.niards and some Indians with their
anns to hunt for s·ome food to sustain the men who survived the wreck
of the Sw Agu:>tin, as the 1ihole food supply had been lost in her,
not a thing being saved, and having traveled inland some three or
fcur leae;ues, they discovered in a little valley some trees bearing
a quantity of bitter acorns. From there he Sa1i some smokes among
some trees, and all being in accord they went 'tDI·mrds them. Having
reached thc:! plqce vhere the smoke 1ias, they found a number of Indians
settled, IJerhaps (100 ?) altogether, men ttomen, and children. Some of
them had bows and arro1is. Hhile they were Hith them, twenty other IndiMs came up, 1iho vere settled on the beach near where the launch vas
being built and the camp. These had left because some wood had been
taken from them, which they had gathered up from what came from the ship.
Tney had taken up their bows and arro1is to defend themselves from the
Captain, Don Garcia de Paredes, and Juan de Morgana, the pilot, 1;ho
had :;one to take the 1-mod away from them. Some people coming up on
our side to help them, the Indians fired some a!TO><S at the Spaniards
and one of them planted an arro1-1 in the breast of a Spaniard which
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wounded him. TI1ey then fled, and the food which they had, about a
sack and a half of dry, bitter acorns, was taken away from them. If
it had not been for this, all the men would have suffered and died.
These twenty Indians are those 1<110 took the Spaniards to their settlement nearby, where they gave them some of the food they had, acorns, a
fruit the shape of a hazelnut, and other things to eat. These settlements are on the bank of a lagoon of fresh water" This.witness went
about inspecting the quality of the land and its character, and saw
not only on the bani~: of the lake but in the little valleys many trees
bearing aco1'11s and many other kinds of food, on which the natives
lived, hazelnut trees, like those of Castile and many herbs, such as
thistles and other fragrant ones like those of Castile. He saw a great
number of partridges and a great quantity of deer horns. One of these
which he measured was sixteen palms from tip to tip, with a number of
points. TI1e country appeared to him to be well adapted to sow and reap
any kind of seed, as it looked like the country of Castile and was of
good character. About a league before reaching camp on their return,
the Captain discovered a stream of very good sweet water on the shore
of the sea. This witness drank of it and it was good. This .is the
truth and what he knm<s under his oath; he affirmed and ratified it
and declared that he was forty-six years of age, a little more or
less, and did not sign because he did not know how."
Before me, Pedro de Lugo, scrivener of the King.
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THE ACCOUNT OF FATHER DE LA ASCENSION

Althoueh Father de la Ascension was not with Cermeno, he did
accompany Vizcaino when the latter made an exploration of this coast
to continue the work begun by Cermeno. One of Cermeno's sailors,
Francisco Bolanos, was Chief Pilot with Vizcaino, a11d with him Father
de la Ascension wrote a derrotero, or coast pilot, for the California
coast. He was in a good position to obtain his information first hand
from Bolanos relative to the loss of the San Agustin. The abstract of
the account vhich follows is from Henry R. Hagner's book, "Spanish
Voyages to the Northwest Coast in the Sixteenth Century", Chap. XI,
p. 249. vlagner \-lrites that very few clues to the date of its composition can be obtained. It is not the diary which he kept on the
voyage, but it bears every evidence of having been "'ri tten for publication some little time after the return.
Fr. de la Ascension
"The rea.son why the General entered the Puerto de San Francisco
was to examine and sound it, and to see if he could find any trace of
the ship San Agustin, which had been wrecked there in 1595 by bei.ng
driven on the coast by a wind bl01-1ing directly on shore. This ship
had been despatched from the Philippines on the exploration which
this fleet was now making and which is treated of in this account, by
Governor Gomez Perez de las Marinas, at the order of His Majesty and
the then viceroy of Nev Spain, Don Luis de Velasco. Aboard that ship
1-ras a small fragata1 in sections which, on sighting Cabo Mendocino, "laS
to be set up in the first port found and provided with men and everything necesGury to llllike this exploration, as it >ras a business easier
to so carry out since tney would have the northw·est wind in their favor.
'J:he Governor committed the matter to the pilot, Sebastian Rodriguez
Germano, giving him an instruction about 1-1hat he had to do and charging
him to perform the task 1fi th very great care and fidelity, as His
Majesty had sen·t an order that it should be done in all events. vlhile
they 1vere setting up the fragatn i.n this port an onshore >rind came up
>~hich drove the ship upon the coast, and she -,,as lost "'ith 1·That property she contained. One of the sailors on the ship >ras Francisco de
Bolanos, no>~ the chief pilot of the Ca-pitennZof our fleet. He recognized the port and had the Capitana enter it, claiming they had

1.

A fragata >ras a small, three mast, single decked sailing
veosel sometimes provided 11ith oars which could be used in
case of necessity. They "'ere usually about ~;enty to thirty
tons burden.

2.

The Capi.tana was a ship of 200 tons named the San Diego.
Her tonnage makes her·of similar size to Cermeno 1 s San
Agustin and Drake's Golden Hind.
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left on shore on that occasion a quantity of wax and many cases of
silks, and that it might be that something of the great quantity
then lost might be found on the coast. The Capi tana anchored in
the port behind a point of land which was named "Punta de los Reyes".
Because of anxiety about tho Fragata,1 no men wore lande·d, and in
consequence the Capitana sailed out on the following day to continue
her voyage and to search· for her."

1.

The Fragata referred to here was Vizcaino's consort which,
under stress of weather, had failed to note that his ship,
termed the Capi tana, had changed course in the early morning hours to put into Drakes Bay. She consequently continued to sail north>rard on the exploration of the coast,
assuming that the separation was temporary but neither
vessel was subsequently able to rejoin the other and each
continued to make an independent exploration.
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THE BOL~OS-ASCENSION DERROTERO

The following is an excerpt of a sailing direction or derrotero, for the west coast of North America prepared by Francisco de
Bolanos and Father de La Ascension on the Vizcaino expedition of
1602-03 for the returning Philippine galleons. Bolanos '<as chief
pilot of Vizcaino's flagship. According to Father de La Ascension,
he had been a sailor on the San Agustin, when Cermeno's.expedition,
>ras exploring this coast.. The derrotero provides a supplementary
description of Drakes Bay contemporary 1<i. th Cermeno 's expedition,
,;ritten by a man who participated in it and who undoubtedly drew
upon his experience gained from that expedition.
·

~1e

Bolanos-Ascension Derrotero

"A true and certain derrotero by >rhich to navigate from Cabo
Hendocino, that is, from t;he latitude of 42° to the Puerto de Acapulco along the coast of the South Sea, made at the time the exploration from Cabo Mendocino to the Puerto de Acapulco 'ras performed by
orders of the Conde de Honte Rey, viceroy of Ne" Spain,_ in the year
1602, by Seb ~sti.an Vizcaino, general of the fleet which made the exploration, and compiled by Father Fray Antonio de la Ascension, a
barefoot friar of Nuestra Senora del Carmen, who accompanied the exploration as second cosmographer.
In the latitude of 42° there is a massive cape, apparently a
cliff, rising out of the sea. (In the margin: Cabo de San Sebastian
in 42 ° . ) From this the coast of lover land runs south about eight
leagues, >ihere the land makes another point, massive and bare, >lith
some >illite bluffs "hich rise out of the sea. This point in almost 41~ 0 ,
is called "Cabo Hendocino'-'.

From here the coast .runs south-southeast .to the latitude of 39~ 0,
of medium elevation, very heavily wDoded and with some small bare
hills on the shore of the sea. At this latitude a lm< point of >fhite
cliffs rising out of the sea extends out. From here the coast runs
southeast a quarter south to 38~ 0 , where the land makes a point of
medium height separated from the coast so that at a dis·cance it appears
to be an island. It is called "La Punta de los Reyes" and is ·a steep
mvrro. On its northeast side this furnishes a very good shelter,
making it a good port for all ships. It is in the latitude of 3~ 0 •
Note that in anchoring in this port, called "San Francisco", for
shelter from the south and southeast winds, you have to do so at the
end of the beach in the corner on the_west-south1fest side. On the
northeast side there are three white cliffs very near the sea, and in
front of the one in the middle an estero enters >fith a very good
mouth "ithout breakers. On going in this, you will soon encounter
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friendly Indians, and can easily find fresh water. To the southsouthwest of this port are six or seven small white farallons, some
larger than others, occupying a space of a little more than a league
in circumference .. Whoever comes from six leagues off Cabo Mendocino
bound for this port, on a course southeast a quarter south, will
come to the Punta de los Reyes and will see the farallons, a good landr.lark to recognize it. Here it ,,as that the ship San Agustin was lost
in 1595, coming on a Yoyage of exploration. llie loss was caused more
by the man commanding her than by the force of the •v-ind.
"From the Punta de los Reyes about fourteen leagues southeast a
quarter south there is a point. Before reaching it the country consists
in places of sierra, bare to the sea and of medium height with some
cliffs, but soon the country inside becomes massiye and .,·ooded until
you reach a point of lm; land in 37t 0 named the "Punta de Ai:io Nueyo",
From this point the coast runs to the east, forming a large ensenada
>rhich ends at a point of low land heavily coYered 1·rith pine groves
d01m to the sea itself. lliis uas named "Punta de Pinos" and is in
37°. From Punta de Ano NueYo it is about twelve leagues southeast
to this point."

"On nearing this point, a massive range is seen to the southe'3.st .•••••••• ''

TI1is description continues south to Acapulco, Mexico.
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ACCOUNT OF PEDRO DE

UN~IDNO

DESCRIPTION OF INDIAN TRAILS NEAR SAN lUIS OBISPO

On October 18, 1587 Pedro de Unamuno anchored in the vicinity of San Luis Obispo with a small fragata in which he had
come from the Philippines ~<i th the intention of mal<ing an exploration of the west coast of North America. Here he observed
his latitude to be 35~ 0 , the highest point he was able to reach
on this coast, and from here he made a partial exploration south>rard to Acapulco.
n1e following abstract is from Unarnuno's account, the full
translation of >rhich may be found in "Spanish Voyages to the Northwest Coast of America in the Sixteenth Century" by Henry R. Wagner.
This portion of the account is of interest in showing the extent
and nature of the Indian ·t;rails encountered by Unamuno and his landing party, and it seems likely that a similar condition HOuld have
existed at Drakes Bay at the time Drake and Cermeno visited that
area. lliere 1<as undoubtedly a well defined trail leading from Drakes
Bay to the i.nland villages mentioned in the Drake and Cermeno accounts,
ar.d it seems probable that this 1·ras followed by both expeditions.
Pedro de Unamuno
"Sunday, October 18, on the morning watch, we put in toward
land and as day dawned ~<e discerned a high land to the south, ~<ith
some three pine trees on the highest part ~<hich serve as a landmal·k. At the north (of this land) ~<e saw the smol<e of numerous
fires at the foot of the hill in some pine woods near the sea. To
the north of this a point of J.and extended about northwest-southeast, end 1·li thin this point there was a large bay toward the east,
which seemed to have harbors in it. VIe consul ted those on board,
especially Fr. Martin Ignacio de Loyola, commissary to China, and
found that all ''ere of the opinion that we should put .into the bay
and see what was there, since it was for this purpose that we came.
He therefore stood in for the bay. On reaching it we saw to the
east a long sandy beach middling wide, for which we steered, and
there the vessel anchored in t>?enty-seven fathoms, bottom of fine
sand mixed with mud. lliere is much thick grass around and near the
ship, grouing out of more tha.11 fifteen fathoms of water. lliese
plants are thick and have great J.eaves and stems, and are the same
which sailors say they have seen a hundred leagues at sea floating like great rafts. It is this grass, which grows along all this
coast to beyond IsJ.a de Zedros, in latitude full 28~ 0 • It does not
e:row in rivers, as some have declared, but along the coast, as just
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stated. In this port there is an unlimited quantity of fish of different kinds, trees suitable for masts, >mter, firewood, and abundnnt
shell-fish with all of which a ship in need could supply itself.
"As just stated, we ·nnchored in this port October 18, the day of
San Lucas, and we therefore named it Puerto de San Lucas. ~lhile thus
anchored, about two harquebus-shots off the beach, we observed the sun
between eleven snd twelve o'clock noon, and found the port to be in full
35~- 0 • After a ll.ttle while ><e saw two India'1.S on land, on a slope at
the base of a hill, whence they looked us over at their pleasure.
"On seeing these Indians, a council was held of those on board
and, all being assembled, it was considered what should be done, and
1.rhether some soldiers should land and explore the neighborhood bf the
harbor. All were agreed that the Captain with twelve soldiers and
some India:J.s, armed >·rith swords and shields should land and look the
ground over and make a reconnaissance of the vicinity of the port.
Having left orc1ers aboard ship as to ><hat was to be done, and having
elected alcaldes and regidores,that there might be someone to take
:-;;ossession of the port and 1·ihatever else might be discovered, I landed
with t1·Telve soldiers >.rith their coats of mail and harquebuses, Fr. Martin Ignacio in advance carrying a cross in his hands, and >.rith some
Luzon Indifu'S with their swords and shields.
"When ue landed in the harbor, a consultation was held as to what
direction should be taken, whether toward the place where the Indians .
had been seen shortly before, or toward the pine woods where some fires
had been seen that morning, as there '.-Tere many trails leading in different directions. We decided to go toward the place where the two
Indians had ·oeen seen, because the trail that way seemed to be the most
trodde;J., and so 1.;e began our march in that direction.
Having reached
the top of the hill to1<ard the east-northeast, we sai·T a good-sized river
in a plain below, and many beaten trails leading in every direction,
but sa1.; no sign of the Indians we had previously seen on the slope. Considering the diversity of the trails leading in every direction, it was
acreed to folloi< one of.them, which led southeast toward a high hill
from whence 1-1hat lay abou·t could be seen. vii th Father t1artin leading,
his cross in his hand, we set off towards it, b-m of our Indians ahead·
as scouts. ~Jhen we had marched a quarter of a league the Indians discovered people, and having reported that they had seen five persons,
>~ent after them.
At the same time we hastened our pace in order to
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speak "ith them, and mean1;hile decided to send Diego Vazquez gexia,
the sergeant, and another soldier Hith the t"o Indians to entertain
them 1<ith pleasant Hords and shaH them peace and good "ill, if they
could overtake them. The sergeant Hent ahead Hith the scouts after
the fiv:! persons and although he made every effort they' could not be
overtaken, for they ,;ere high up on the hill. They 1<ere naked and
fleet, and although the rest of thG party advanced at a good gait,
they had time to get into a pine 1-rood by "ay of another hill. We
found t>Io bundles like baskets >Jrapped up in t>Io deerskins on a
steep slope along the trail to the hill. He fou..'ld nothing in them
but two deerskins, little pelts, like rabbit skins, cut and fashioned
like a chain, and a fe1'' flo,;ers like wild marjoram, which must serve
them for food or drink, as no other seed was found. There <rere two
1<omen among the five persons they had seen, according to the report
of the Indian scouts, for they carried t1'10 children on their backs.
We took one· of the b.;o deerskins, leaving in its place t-,o handkerchiefs 1>1ith their other plunder. Our men -,rere not allo"ed to take
anything of theirs. This done, 1•Te "ent up to the top of the hill,
where 1;e halted and looked about to see what could be seen.
"Vieving Hhat lay around, we sm< nearby another hill about three
harquebus-shots away. I ordered Joanes de Arrajeta and Cristobal Inranson to go with their SHards and shields and b;o Indiru1s and climb
the hill, which was on our right hand, and from there to look about to
see if there 1;ere ruw settlements or other indications of people, and
to find out if there were any minerals in the hill. They went and
looked in every direction e.s far as they could see, and prospected the
hill for minerals. They then came do;m to -,;here the rest of us were
and reported that they could see no settlements, people, nor smoke, nor
had they been able to :find any mineral in the hill, but that there were
many trails, among which 1>1as one that seemed to be the most trodden
leading up the river in an easterly direction ..
"The party having rested, 1-1edescended the hill toward the river,
and cominG to the bank tried the water which 1-1e found very good, as it
C&lle do<m between sru1dy banks. From there we 1;ent up a small hill to>lards the north, where the river formed a great lake. So near was the
sea that there seemed to be a bar and a harbor there, but when· 'le reached
t!~~ place it vas seen to be the dammed-up ;mter of the ri•rer, the outlet
to the sea beine; bJ.ocked by a c,reat quantity of sand. Nevertheless,
there must be some d:Lsche.rge under the sand, otherwise the river water
;muld soon cut avay the sand. As ·it was already late, we returned toward the ship and when He came near, we found on and about a little hill
e. creat quantity of very large pearl-oyster shells and others of numerUl.i.3 shellfish. ••
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Unamuno stayed in this harbor until October· 21st. From the full
context of the account it is evident that Unamuno was anchored in
San Luis Obispo Bay between Shell Beach and Avila. His soundings are
probably intended to be in feet rather than fathoms, as stated, and it
should be noted that the ship was anchored near beds of kelp. The
river found this day to dead-end on the beach would have· been the San
Luis Obispo Creek.
1'he next day after coming to anchor, October 19th, Unamuno took an
exploration party ashore consisting of a friar, twelve armed soldiers
and eight armed Philippines and marched inland two hours before dawn.
Interestingly, it was related that when day dawned, they had traveled
hTO leagues.
In all, Unamuno travelled about six leagues inland and
apparently reached the outskirts of the city of San Luis Obispo late
in the afternoon, marching in easy stages with a siesta from midday
until three o'clock in the afternoon. At San Luis Obispo it Has decided
not to go on with so few men and supplies, and the expedition accordingly
turned about and marched two leagues toward the ship before making camp
for the night, thus marching a total of eight leagues in all.
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THE "SAN AGUSTIN" AND THE LANCHA, "SAN BUENAVENTURA"

Little is known of the physical details of the San Agustin beyond the fact that she was a small vessel of not over two hundred tons,
considerably smaller than the ships ordinarily used in the annual
Manila-Acapulco traffic. She was furnished in Manila by Pedro Sarmiento, a well k:1mm Philippine captain. From a letter c0ncerning the
shipments from Manila for that year it is known that the SAn Agustin
carried one hundred and thirty tons of cargo on Cermeno's voyage.
On the Pacific crossing, August 13, a hurricane forced a deckload
of chests, hencoops and big earthen jars of provisions to be cast overboard. From depositions taken upon the return of Cermeno's people in
Mexico, it can be ascertained that there had been some ninety persons,
more or less, embarked in the ship, a number of whom were passengers,
besides soldiers, servants and the ship's crew. In addition to all of
the above, the ship also carried a disassembled launch which ><as intended to be set up at the first opportunity when the coast of Califonlia was reached, so that a detailed exploration of the coast could
be made.
From this little information ;;e can obtain, at least a general
idea of the size and appearance of the San Agustin. Her tonnage would
make her about the same size as Drake's Golden Hind, which was rated
by Spanish >ritnesses to be of about wo hundred Spanish tons. Her
length betlceen stem and stern post would have been about eighty feet,
breadth about .twenty-tl;o or wenty-three feet, and her draft about
thirteen or fourteen feet.
In order to accomodate the large n~~ber of people on bOPXd, the
ship >lould have required a 't;;een deck and undoubtedly had a forecastle and half deck aft ;;ith a cabin above that for the captain or
pilot. l~e 1wuld probably find a connnodious waist with solid bul;;arks
within ,;hich the deck cargo mentioned had been carried, as also the
ship's boat. It is an interesting comparison that the Golden Hind's
complement of people on board ;;as at times only slighty less than
the San Agustin's, that is, about eighty persons.
Most of the San Agustin's hold was probably taken up with cargo
and a quantity of ballast beneath this, though also in here 1iOUld be
carried the bulk of the provisions and ;mter, the powder magaz:j.ne and
in the for,;ard end, the anchor, cables, ship's stores, spare sails
and other equipment pertaining to the operation of the ship.
Although the largest part of the 't;;een deck was likely to have
been occupied hy the San Agustin's people, it is probable that some
cargo and goods were carried here also, perhaps the personal property
of the passengers and others on board. Nothing is said about any
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armament belonging to the ship, and it would seem likely that tl1is
1-rould be restricted to a few light pieces that could be carried on
the upper deck. Hence, the 'tween deck would have been unemcumbered by the ordnance that would usually be mounted here. We
1<ould probably find several gun p:1rts on this deck, but .these would
be closed and tightly caulked for the voyage.
Under the half deck we would find a number of cabins for the
passengers and officers of the ship with a 'great cabin' aft where
they could dine. Also, under the half deck and in the forecastle
it seems likely that there would have been mounted a few light guns
for the defense of the·ship, perhaps a half dozen at the most.
The Spanish and Portuguese ships were not encumbered "i th the
cook rooms required by the English ships. All that was needed was
a fireplace consisting of a hearth or bed of sand where each person
cooked for himself and this was located on either side of the mainmast in the 11aist.
TI1e San Agustin's rig would have been the usual three mast,
square ri;; for that period, consisting of lower courses and topsails,
spritsail ~nd lateen mizzen.
The s~d_p' s boat apparently had a capacity of t.renty-three, and
it is interesting to compare it ~<i th Drake's boat 1-rhich 1;as stated
to ha-re been capable of carrying not above twenty persons. Both ~<ere
probably in the neighborhood of eighteen or t11enty feet in length.
The launch -.rhich Cermeiio brought over with him on the San Agustin is best described by Father de la Ascension in his account of the
Vizcaino expedition: Aboard that ship was a small fragata in sections
~<hich, on sic;:~ting Cabo Mendocino, Has to be set up in the first port
found and n:-tovided I·Ti th men 2.nd evei·ything necessary to make this exas it 1vas a business easier to carry out sj.nce they would

ploratior~,

have the northwest Hind in their favor.
Although Fr. de la Ascension describes the craft as a. fragata,
which ~<as a small sailing vessel sometimes propelled by oars or S~<eeps,
the Cermeno accounts al1-rays refer to it as a lancha, ~<hich in English
would be tho equivalent of a launch or a ship's tender. The lancha
would ha-:e been designed a.s a large, open boat between thirty and forty
feet in length; essentially a rowing boat but also fitted 1fith masts
~nd sails that could be set up or taken do1f!l as necessary.
The boat
was probably intended to be towed by the San Agustin when it was not
engaged in its work of exploration close inshore and from which inlets
and harbors could be sounded and charted.
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It is quite possible that when the San Agustin was lost, the
lancha was modified to accomodate the survivors of the ><reck for the
trip to Mexico. This may have consisted in raising the sides and
partly or entirely decking it over to provide shelter from the elements.
At least, in the sccounts, there doesn't seem to be any complaint of
exposure.
The lancha had to be of such size that it could be easily handled
under oars, light of draft so that it could easily ><ork close inshore
with minimum hazard from shoals, or be beached if necessary to make a
landing. Yet it would have to be sea><orthy enough to remain at sea
with the S&~ Agustin as it was necessarily too large to be taken on
board, and it ;muld have to sail well enough to keep up with her under
average conditions of wind and weather. The lancha was large enough
to carry the entire compliment of eighty odd persons, a dog that was
ultimately eaten, the supply of food and water and some cloth and silk,
apparently carried for barter with the Indians along the tmy as the
food supply was insufficient for the entire trip. In addition, there
appears to have been a fire hearth on which to cook the food, particularly the acorns obtained from the Indians which could not be eaten
othe:rt·Tise. Cermeno' s lancha was appropriately named the San Buenaventura.
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APPENDIX VII
UNITS OF MEASURE USED BY CERMENO
Several units of measure are mentioned in the accounts which must
be understood in order to reconstruct Cermeno's explorations. Most of
the distances given were probably estimated by sight, or at sea, were
related to the speed of the ship or the distance sailed from one point
to the next. On land, the distances in leagues may have had a relationship to the distance that a man could wall< or march in an hour. In
general, most of the given distances are found to be remarkably close
to the actual distances wherever a comparison can be made,
Marine league: Although the Spanish and Portuguese marine league
is generally taken to be four Roman miles of 5,000 feet to the mile,
or 17t leagues to a degree of latitude (approximately equivalent to
three present day nautical miles per league), this league is not compatible
with the distances described by Cermeno, Nearly all of his distances are
much too large by this unit. However, because of his experience as a
pilot, it is unlikely that he was consistently in great error, and a
shorter league is consequently indicated.
By converting Germano's leagues into nautical miles on the basis
of his given distances between known landmarks, it is found that his league
measures between 2,2 and 2,4 nautical miles. From this it may be taken
as evident that he was using the old Spanish league of 3 Roman miles to
the league. 1 At ten stadia, or 5,000 feet per Roman mile, this league

1.

At the close of the 15th century, Portuguese and Spanish seamen
took the length of one degree of an arc of a great circle on the
surface of the earth, or one degree of latitude, to be 70 Roman
miles, or l7t leagues of four Roman miles. The basis of this
was the determination of the earth's circumference by the ancient
Greek astronomer, Eratosthenes - 252,000 stadia, 10 sea stadia
being taken as equal to 1 Roman mile, Early in the 16th century,
however, the Spaniards adopted Ptolemy's determination of the
earth's circumference at 180,000 stadia in order to bring the
Moluccas, or spice islands, within their half share of the world,
By Ptolemy's measure the Spaniards reckoned 16 2/3 leagues of
3 Roman miles, or 50 Roman miles, to a degree of the great circle.
Late in the 16th century or early 17th they reverted back to the
league of 4 Roman miles, and it was this one that was used by
Vizcaino in 1602-03. In the second half of the 16th century, the
English adopted the 3 mile league but reckoned 20 leagues, or 60
miles, to a degree of a great circle. The 60 mile degree survives
today in almost universal use, but the length of the mile was
increased to compensate for the true circumference of the earth.
In the 16th century and later, the true length of a degree of arc
on the earth's surface was not known because of the practical
difficulties of determining it, At this time it was much shorter
than its true value,
See David W. waters, The Art of Navigation in England in
Elizabethan and Early Stuart Times, pp. 94-65.
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Units of Measure used by Cermeno, continued,
equalled 15,000 feet, but expressed in terms of the U. S, Standard foot,
it was somewhat shorter, depending upon the variations in the measure of a
foot from one region to another, For example, by using the Roman foot,
.967 of the U. S, Standard foot, the league would measure 2,386 present
day nautical miles; or by using the Spanish Toledo foot, ,899 of the
U. S, Standard foot, the league would measure 2.218 nautical miles. ~
comparison, the Spanish league used to lay out the Calif.ornia ranchos, 1
which was equal to 5,000 varas (Spanish yard of 2.781 feet), would measure
2,287 nautical miles. Roughly speaking, Germano's marine league may be
reckoned to have been equivalent to about 2,3 nautical miles,2

. . billsi League: Although no distinction is made in the accounts between
the~1eague

Germano used at sea and the one which he used on land, it quickly
becomes apparent that the latter is much shorter than his marine league.
At the present time no reference to a league corresponding to this one has
been found, but there is evidence that it may have been in general use
during this period. A similar league appears to have been used by Pedro
de Unamuqo at San Luis Obispo, and there is also some evidence that it was
used by the Vizcaino expedition.
For practical purposes, an approximation of the league used on land by
Cermeno at Drakes Bay can be established by converting his descriptive measure
of Drakes Estero into any convenient modern unit of measure by which it is
then possible to correlate other details of his inland explorations.
Of Drakes Estero, Cermeno wrote: ••• The river above referred to enters
into the land three leagues and has a narrow mouth, while above in some
parts it is a league in width, and in others a half a league. On the west
side it has two branches of half a league each, and on the east side one,
the entran·~e of which is a matter of a quarter of a league from the bar.
Drakes Estero enters the land approximately 7,200 yards, one third of which
equals 2,400 yards, or 1.36 statute miles approximately for Cermeno's league,
Disregarding the 800 yard wide mouth of the estero, which was said to be
narrow, and following the context of the description, at least two prominent
parts of the estero are roughly half of 2,400 yards and the middle could
easily be judged to be as wide as 2,400 yards. Also, on the west side of
Drakes Estero there are two branches which can be considered to be half of
that distance if we assume that the bend in Creamery Bay was not seen from
Cermeno's boat, as at a distance from Within the estero it is screened by
the configuration of the land,
The Unamuno expedition marched inland a distance of five and a half to
six leagues from San Luis Obispo Bay to the foot of a high hill located on
the outskirts of the city of San Luis Obispo, a distance of about seven
statute miles. Taking the average of the distances recorded going inland
and returning, Unamuno's league would have been about 1.22 statute miles.

1.
2,

Found by U. S. Surveys to measure 2.633573 statute miles.
Cabrillo, in 1542, appears to have also used the 3 Roman mile
league on his voyage to California.
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The league used by the Vizcaino expedition with references to distances on
shore was also much shorter than the marine league, although not as easy
to relate to the landmarks described as in the case of Cermeno and Unamuno,
At San Diego, California, Father de la Ascension, writing of a reconnaissance
of the shore, describes the hill on Point Lama as being " ••• about three
leagues long and a half a league wide, "1 The ridge is actually about six
statute miles from the end of the point to Mission Bay, but the uidth of
the,point is about 0,6 miie wide adjacent to where the ships were anchored
inside Ballast Point. Though the described length of this landmark is disproportionate to its width and is given as an approximation, Father de la
Ascension could not have been greatly deceived by its width, which is close
to the equivalent of the short league under discussion here, At Monterey,
the pine grove between the port of Monterey and the Carmel River is described
as being " ... more than two leagues across," a fair indication again of the
short league,2 In both of these instances Vizcaino's and Germano's marine
leagues are too large for satisfactory correlation.3
Shorter distances in the Cermeno accounts are expressed in musket-shots
and arquebus-shots. The ex<l.c-t interlt of the expressions is uncertain, as
Hhethe:r extreme range, or effective range. ThB values should be considered
as tentative. They l'lay be too small.
!1usket-shot:
H~rguebus-shot:

A distance of approximately 1,450 feet,
A distance of approximately 500 feet,

The depth of water was expressed in br~, the Spanish< fathom,
U.S. and English fathom measures 6 feet,
Braza:

1.
2.

J,

Spanish fathom measuring

5.492 U.S. feet, or

The

0,915 U.s; fathom,

Wagner, Spanish Voyages,,,, p. 232,
Ibid,, p. 242,
The land league used appears to have been the old lel_l.f@, or le,~,
which was equal to a Roman mile and a half, Assuming the Spanish
foot to be rou~hly nine tenths of the U. S, foot, this league would
be about 2,250 ~'ards, Thedouble leuca, or three RoMan mHe league,
was introduced into the Spanish peninsula by the Goths and Visigoths
and was originally the rasta of the 1eutonic tribes, but the older,
shorter, Measure appears to have lingered in use without distinction
in name fror-1 the ne;rer. The shorter Measure, or lenf'a, originated
with the Cel':s of Gaul, See M. Oppenheim, ed., The Haval Tracts of
Eir 'tlilliam :{anson, Vol. iv, pp. 159-160.
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THE ACCOUNT OF N, DE MORENA

The following account was published by Father Jeronimo de
Zen·ate Salmeron in his "Relation of Events in California and New
Nexico up to 1626," and was translated and publi'shed in The Land
of Sunshine, February, 1900. In the course of transmission from
one person to another, Father Salmeron mistakenly relates that
Drake had entered the Pacific Ocean through the Straits of Ania~,
the hypothetical passage between the North Atlantic and.the North
Pacific Ocean, which is obviously a misinterpretation for the
Strait of Magellan, often merely referred to as "the Strait."
In addition, the translator of the account gives the impression that Drake had left Norena in the Strait of Anian by assuming
that the word paraje in the text, meaning place or residence, is a
misprint for pasaje, whereas the use of pasaje, meaning passage or
strait, tends to be redundant. The word paraje as printed twice
';us doubtlessly intended, and thus the meaning is that Drake had
left Norena at the place where the strait was found. Drakes Bay,
at the north end of the Gulf of the Farallones, where Drake landed,
lies within the context of the description. It should be not~d
that Norena is credited with the discovery of the strait, or "arm
of the sea", as it was called.

lia;,r0ti ve of the Pilot Norera, 1
~.'ho

Passed f;:·om the North Sea to the South Sea, Throuc;h the Strait.

"The Fat':.er Fray Antonio de la ,~s,ension, a friar of the Barefoot Camelit>;;s, one of the tbree who went vi th Sebastien Vizcaino
to the discovery of' Care MendoC:ino,ca~,'"e me this narrative as a. thing
se~u~, ,,i!1erefore-I put his na.'11e here; and he says:
"A foreign pilot, named N. de lflorena, 1-1ho steered the Englishman
the sea of the North. [the Atlantic] 2. to that of the South [the
r·aclfic] through the strait of A:.1ian, gave this narrative to CapGain
Hcd.:.~igo del Rio, Governor that then v:as of Ne-w; Galicia.
Ylhen the
Ca,_:Jtair:. Francisco Draque '[F - D - J returned to his country, this
fl'O!r.

pilot -

~.vho

had come emere;:in;; f1•om the Strait in his company - 1·ras

very sicl:, 3lld rrore dead than alive; and to see if the airs of the
l3nd <~ould si vc him life, as a dead thing tl1ey put him ashore. The
>1:1ich [pilot] in a few days recovered health and walked through that
land for the space of fou;:· years. He came forth to N. H., Md from
there t'J Senta Barbara in Chihuatlua,
ond then passed to the mines
of Sombrcrete in search of said Rodrie;o deJ. Rio. Anc' the said pilot
recounted to him the folloui.nG:
"Having given a long narrative of his much vandering, he told
him how the said Englishman, Francis Drake, in the passage [text
par·ajc, stopping place; apparently a misprint for pa.saje] of the

1.

2.

/,s sp::J.led in the title of the origi.nRl. text.
Brc.cJ.:cts ar? thr, translators.
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The Account of N. de Morena, continued.

Strait of Anian, had put him ashore, for the reason aforesaid, and
chat after he had recovered health he had travelled through divers
lands, through many provinces, more than 500 leae;ues of mainland,
until he came far enou[)1 to catch sight of an arm of the sea 1?hich
divides the la;lds. of New Mexico from another very great land ~<hich
is on the side of the 'dest. And on the coast of that sea ~<ere many
and great settlements, among the ~<hich is a nation of ~<hite people,
the which are accustomed to go horseback, and fight ~?ith lance and
dagg.er. It is not lrnown ~?hat nation this may be. The said Fatl1er
Fray Antonio says he believes the~' are !4uscovi tes. I say that when
ue see them ue shall lrno~? uho they are. This pilot told hou this
Rrm of the sea runs from north to south; and that it seemed to him
it went on to the northward to connect ~?i th the harbor ~?hel'e the
Englishman had put him ashore. And t,hat on that sea coast he had
seen many and good harbors and great inlets; and that from the point
where they put him ashore he '"ould venture to get to Spain in 40 days
in a good ship's-tender; and that he must go to get acquainted with
the Court of England. [Apparently quoting what Drake said to him~
"He offered himself to take the said Rodrigo del Rio to
the passage [again parajeJ of the arm of the sea 1?hich ·he discovered; and said that he could easily cross him over to the other
si.de.
''This P.rm of the sea is held to be an ossured thing. It
is that of the Gulf of California, called Mar Rojo [Red Sea] ;
and the land vhich is

a~

the other side is thst of the Californias.

:"' ther told -ne it, so I set it dovn, vi thout qui t.tin~' nor adding
'J!1~rt0in;

of my ovn pert. [literBlly of m:.r house:r'

Morena's conclusion that the Gulf of California might go on to
connect with the harbor where Drake had put him ashore makes it
fairly evident that he found his "Strait of Anian" in 1<hat 1?e now
know as San Francisco Bay. Had he merely stated that he had been
left at the strait only, one might have some doubt about 1?hat 1faterway he was referring to, or even to the veracity of his story. However, there is no other water1?ay 1?ith a southerly branch of such a
magnitude as to give the impression of possibly joining with the
Gulf of California, aside from the Strait of Juan de Fuca, which
neither Drake or Morena could have seen. It would seem likely
that Morena had confinned his opinion of an interconnecting passage
1?ith San Francisco Bay after reaching the gulf. Although this could
have come from a visual impression, it~ is also quite possible that
he had come to his conclusion from stories related by the Indians
living near the head of the gulf. It may be expected that these people
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would have described the estuary of the Colorado River and the river
itself as continuing a great distance or indefinitely to the north.
The information that the Spaniards had gained from the Indians in this
area in the course of the expedition of Don Juan de Onate in 1604 is
remarkable for the knowledge that they had of geography and people far
removed from them.l
.
The mention of harbors and inlets on the coast of the sea makes
lo apparent that Morena followed the California coast south rather
than traveling inland. From Marin County he could easily have crossed
San Francisco Bay by meanc of the Indian reed canoes which vere found
crossing the bay extensively by explorers in later years. Upon reaching the San Francisco shore it is likely that he had proceeded more
or less directly to the coast and did not see the full extent of the
south bay. As a pilot, it would be natural for him to be interested
in the navigation of the Golden Gate, and he would probably follow
this out to the headlands and resume his journey southward from there.
There is no clear indication as to what point Morena reached the
Gulf of California and crossed over, except the statement of Father
Sal'!leron that he came forth into New Mexico, or >That is nov the State
of Sonora. Morena, being professionally familiar to some extent >Tith
navigation and cartography, would have some knowledge of the configuration of the peninsula of Lo>Ter California and the Gulf, and it
is quite likely that he would have obtained information from the Indians as to >There he should go inland long before he reached the end
of the peninsula, It is nov known, for example, that the Indians on
the coast traded with those at the mouth of the Colorado River.~
In addition, on both the Cabrillo and the Vizcaino expeditions,
while in the vicinity of San Diego and Ensenada, the Spaniards learned from
Indians about people similar to themselves living in the interior
who vere, no doubt, also Spaniards engaged in overland expeditions
or living in Ne>T Mexico.
Morena stated that he had >Talked over 500 leagues until he caught
sight of the Gulf of California, or an "arm of the sea," as he called
it. It is an interesting point that by dividing Cermeno's land
league (approximately 2,400 yards per league), into the actual distance from Drakes Bay, south along the coast to a point in the vicinity of Ensenada, and thence across to the head of the Gulf of California, the distance in these leagues is approximately 500 leagues.3

1.
2.

3.

See the account of Captain Geronimo Marques to the country and
Sea of California.
Wagner, Spanish Voyages •••• ,p.266.
Wagner, Spanish Voyages ..... ,p. lf09.
About 680 statute miles or 498 leagues, more or less.
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Further indication that Morena did not go to the end of Lower
California is suggested by the use of the word "mainland" in the
relation of his travels, as though not including peninsular Lower
California; ••• , more than 500 leagues of mainland, until he C<une
far enough to catch sight of an arm of the sea.
On the eastern side.of the Gulf of California, Horena again apparently followed the shore until he reached some point where he learned
that he could find a Spanish settlement. Beyond the statement that
Horena related his narrative to the Governor of New Galicia, there seems
to be no further trace of him or of his fate after reaching Mexico.
Some indication that Horena had been with Drake is indicated in a
communique by the Alcalde, or Hayer, of the Port of Guatulco, l~exico,
Gaspar de Vargas, written April 13, 1579, the day on which Francis Drake
entered the port; ••• At dusk I returnP.d to the town for the third
time to ascert3.in whether I could obtain some information as to '<Tho
the men are. All that I have been able to find out is that the men on
the ship belonging to Juan de Nadrid think that the name of the pilot
of the ship is Horera. 1
It may be expected that the discovery of a strait such as the
Golden Gate would have been a carefully kept secret. Even Father de la
Ascension in writing his chronicle of Vizcaino's voyage gives no indication of Norena's story although he speculates extensively in there on an
account of a strait crossing North America from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence
which was expected to open on the west coast somewhere near 40° latitude. 2
He was either very careful to not reveal the l1orena story or else it was
never disclosed to him, possibly not even to Vizcaino, until several ·
years after the voyage when those who were responsible for its safekeeping
were satisfied that it had been proven to be without foundation and
therefore harmless.

1.
2.

See letter of Gaspar de Vargas, Zelia Nuttall, New Light on
Drake, p. 214.
In his prologue, Fr. de la Ascension said, in effect, that after
the death of Philip II (1598), his son, Philip III, found among
his father's secret papers the sworn declaration of some foreigners who were driven by adverse wind through the Strait of
Anian from the coast of Bacallaos, or Tierra Nova, (the Island
of Newfoundland) and that while seeking shelter from the storm
they entered a copious river, on which they came to a populous
and rich city named Quivira. It was in the latitude of 4oo,
almost on the same parallel and in the same neighborhood as
Cabo Nendocino··, which the ships come to sight in sailing from
the Philipines to New Spain. The discovery of this city was
(Continued on next page.)
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However, at least two documents of the late 16th century seem to
contain veiled knowledge of Morena's strait; one being a letter embodying an account of a strait written by Father Nartin de Rada and the
other being instructions given to Vizcaino by the Viceroy of Nexico, Conde
de Honterey, for his exploration of the northwest coast in 1602. On the
basis of the former docWT.ent, it is of particular interest that Cermeno
could have been informed of details of a strait associated with the
Golden Gate when he sailed on his voyage of discovery to, the west coast
in 1595,
The first document is a letter written to the King of Spain from
Manila, June 27, 1597, by.Hernando de los Rios Coronel,1 The purpose of
this letter dealt chiefly with a plan for occupying Formosa but included
some speculation on the military advantages which the discovery. of a
passage across North America would have for sending reinforcements to the
Philippines fro'll Spain. A.'nong t1w possible routes that he recomrnended to
be disccvered was a strait described by Father de ltada, whose Hri tten
account Coronel found in the Philippines. De Rada had gone to the islands
in 1564, 'one of five Augustinian friars accompanying the expedition of
Lopez de Legaspi. 2 He Hrote a book on latitude and longitude, now lost·
according to ilenry R. Wagner, who believed that it might have contained

the account.
Father Hartin de Rada's version of the strait, which he said had
been given to him by a Basque named Juanes de Rivas, who was possibly
a seaman, is singular among the many 16th century theories for a passage
through or across l\orth America, Although his account bears no direct
evidence linking it to ;•\arena, his description of the 1-1estern entrance
to the strait is curiously unique to the entrance to San Francisco 13ay:.
The detailed similarity could only remotely have been contrived through
invention or interpretation of an unrelated discovery,
(Continued from preceding page,)
cited by ?r, de la Ascension as one of the motives for Vizcaino's
voyage. He <las undoubtedly mistaken in some details of the
story, but it is probably the same or similar to one that was
related to Luis de Velasco, the elder, about 1550 when he was
'lice roy of ;>:exico and to others that were current from that time
on, each varying slightly from one version to the other,
See Wagner, Spanish Voyages,,., p. 180-181 and p. 125.

1.

iranslated in The PhiUp:Jine Islands, by Blair & Robertson,
.::3ee 'tl3gner,

2,

Sr~anish '{or::..._r:res ••• ,

p. 177.

i';ost prominent among the five friars was Fray An::lres de Urdaneta,
;;ho had instr4ctions to as~ist in determining the return route
from the fhilippir,es to Aca1-ulco, one of the most imporbnt ob.jectives of t'ne expedition. Urdaneta praised Eartin.de Rada· as a
great mathematician, astrologer and cosmographer and a mar, of
grea'.:. common sense.
See Wagner, Spanish Voyages ... , p. 120.
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De los Rios Coronel was a man of scientific attainments who had
gone out to the Philippines about 1588 and was one of the most able
officials in the islands. At the time of writing his letter to the
King he was composing a book on the use of the astrolabe, The earliest indication of Coronel's knowledge of the strait is contained
in his statement that in the first year that Gomez Perez Dasmarinas
came to the Philippines as Governor, about 1590, or early in 1591,
he treated with Coronel about sending him to discover the strait.
Dasmarinas was killed in 1593 when the Chinese crew of his galley
mutinied, and his son, Luis Perez Dasmarinas, assumed the remaining
term of his office as Governor, His son made the contract to furnish
Cermeno with a ship in the Philippines for the exploration of the
California coast in compliance with the provision ordered by the Viceroy of Mexico, Luis de Velasco.
Knowledge of Morena's discovery could have reached the Philippines
in 1585 with Francisco Gali, who similarly had been sent to make an
exploration of the west coast from the islands, As previously mentioned in the text, the mission was frustrated by Gali's untimely
death soon after arriving there and was not satisfactorily concluded
by his successor, Pedro de Unamuno,
The. second route suggested by Coronel was probably based on the
same story of discovery of a strait as that in Fr. de Rada's account
and was believed by llfagner to have been given to Coronel by Fray Andre
de Aguirre,.who was also one of the five friars accompanying the Legaspi
expedition. Fr. de Aguirre, in turn, may have obtained it from Fray
Andre de Urdaneta, prior of the fleet, who related a similar story in
a Memorial in 1560 regarding the best method of reaching the Philippines from Mexico.1 There is some further foundation for these stories
in that a very similar one to Coronel's second account was recorded by
Baltasar de Obregon as being given under oath to Viceroy of Mexico,
Luis de Velasco, the elder, by a man named Juan Juarez, who also related
that he was aboard the ship which made the discovery,2 It appears
evident that each of these stories was based upon some as yet unidentified French or Breton voyage following the Cartier explorations of the
Saint Lawrence River between 1534 and 1542,
Although this strait (Saint Lawrence River) may have been believed
by some to cu:n.nmnica te with the Pacific Ocean, it is notablEl that only
in Fr. de Rada's account is the western outlet defined. Considering
the wide circulation of this story of the strait, it is not too improbable that in the seafaring community it was familiar to Morena, and it
may have caused him to believe that he had actually found the western
outlet when he chanced on the Golden Gate and San Francisco Bay,

1. 14agner, Spanish Voyages .. ,, p. 125.

2. Ibid., p. 125-126.
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Extract from letter of Hernando de los Rios Coronel to the King of Spain,
1'-anila, Philippine Islands, June 27, 1597,
Account of Father Martin de Rada:
"A Basque named Juanes de Rivas, a good man and native of San Sebastian, told me that while on a voyage to the whale fishery in Terra Nova,1
he gained information that in the year 1545 some Bretons, after sailing
northwest a hundred leagues from Punta de Breton, which is about eighty
leagues west of the Punta de Bacallaos, in 49° or 50° (he said 52°), fell
in vQth a strait by which, according to the story, some Portuguese had
gone to India and China, and back again from Ucheo to Lisbon, which they
reached in forty five days. 2 Believing that the King would reward them,
they gave him an account of it, but he put them in prison and the pilot
and master died there, One of these Portuguese who was in the ship came
to New Spain afterwards and ,;ent with Francisco de Ibarra on the discovery
of Nueva Vizcaya. 3 lbarra decided to go and look for this strait, but
they fell out. The Basque and the Portuguese became friendly, and conferring with each other ab~t ''hat each one knew and had seen, they said that
from the Cabo de Breton you go to the north-west until you· strike the
mainland,5 then following the coast dowtl towards the southwest, in which
1.

The Island of Net-~foundland. In 15?8, Antonia Parkhurst, in a
letter to Richard Hakluyt, stated that at that time between 20
and 30 vessels came to Newfoundland from Biscay for the whale
fishery alone. The Basques were judged to be the most skillful
in the fishery. The animals were hunted in shallops, much as in
later times, but the oil was "tryed out" at a base on shore.
See letter of Antonie Par!<hurst, Hakluyt, The Voyages of the
English Nation to America ••• See also George Francis Dow, h'hale
Ships & Whaling, P• 3-5·

2,

Probably a misinterpretation of the Portuguese voyages of the
Corte-Real brothers to Labrador, 1501-1502, At that time the
Harth American continent was presumed to be an extension of Asia,

3.

Francisco de Ibbara Has the son-in-law of Luis de Velasco, the
elder. The Portuguese probably accompanied Ibarra in 1551; when
the latter set out from Zacatecas in Hexico to explore for mines
in the region north of there called Nueva Vizcaya and may have
contemplated an additional exploration far enough north to intercept the strait. See Hubert Howe Bancroft, Hi story of l1exico,
Vol. II, p. 597-598,

4,

Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia.

5.

The Gaspe Peninsula in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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The Account of N, de Morena, continued,
direction it runs,1 the entrance is struck, which, although seemingly
very small, is veFJ large and deep. Getting out into this China Sea,
the coast of which runs towards China in a west-southwest direction, they
said that on the side of the strait towards the South Sea (some letters
lost) of the north, there are many small islands, although a better statement would be tha.t they were on the north side coming from China. Besides
this landmark, by following the coast the strait cannot· be missed, They
gave as land~arks that on the left side the Chinese shore is very high,
vlith pine trees, and on the other side it is very low, but also wooded,
They said that in the strait the wind 11as of no service, but that the
currents draw them into it and take them out. They said that the socalled "Islas de Bacallaos" 2 is all one island (unless, perhaps, there
are some small islands close to it), to the Cabo de Gata,
which is in
62°, where there is a deep passage to enter the great bay. 3 They said
that the Punta de Bacallaos is in 50°, and that the coast runs along from
this island to the Cabo de Breton, about eighty leagues, 4 and that what
is called 'Cabo de Breton' on the maps is the large island itself, and is
nearer the Punta de Bacallaos than the Cabo de Ga ta."
"It can also be inferred that these seas communicate with each other,
because those who sail from these islands see on the coast of New Spain
a great number of whales in the latitude of 42°, 5 which must enter by that
strait. Therefore, by this Hay Your l1ajesty can place what force you wish
(some letters lost). Although this navigation, on account of the high
latitude seems to entail some difficulty, there is none, because leaving
(some letters lost) in March when they reach this latitude it is hot, and
(some letters lost) the seas are calm and the winds are from the northeast,
which are those required, and you can come here with much ease •• , ."
"The other route and sailing is by way of New Mexico, in the latitude
of 45°. Of this, a friar of the order of San Augustin, intelligent in cosmography, the prior, who ·died in the convent here, gave me an account, saying that at the time when Don Luis de Velasco, the elder, was governing New
Spain, a Basque gave him. in his presence an account of it, stating that he
had seen, while on a journey with a French corsair, that they entered an

1.

This is with reference to the north and northwest shore of the
Gaspe Peninsula.

2,

1he Island of Newfoundland.

3. This is probably in reference to the Strait of Belle Isle which
opens into the Gulf of Saint
as the "Great Bay,"

~awrence,

which was sometimes known

4,

The south coast of Newfoundland.

5.

The California Gray Whale (Rhachianectes glaucus),
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The Account of N. de Morena, continued.
arm of the sea above the coast of Florida 1 during a storm, and having
sailed many days towards the west found the arm of the sea to end in the
latitude of 45°. They then saw a half a league from there another arm
of the sea. 1bey built a brigantine, and sailing through this they fell
in with a well-populated city, whose inhabitants gave them whatever they
needed, and made some houses of boards for them on the beach. They remained there until, on account of some incivility of a soldier to a
,.,oman, they were e.iected from the country and returned. From this it is
inferred that the. two seas are close together in that place, and if Your
Hajesty would order New Mexico to be Pacified (some let'ters lost) the
navigation from here would be easy, keeping ships in both seas. Padre
Sedeno, rector of the Company of Jesus, who died about two years ago,
also told me about this, and said that while he was in Florida, Pedro
i>ielendez 2 had communicated with him about it many times.
"These two discoveries would be very easy to make from these islands,
and at little more cost than from Spain, as the entrances from there are
difficult to find, while from here they cannot be missed, nor does any
impediment offer. The first year that Gomez Perez Dasmarinas came here
as Governor, he treated with me about sending me vlith a ship to discover
this strait, but because of the expedition which he decided to make to
i~aluca, he postponed it, and as he was afterwards killed so unfortunately,
everything came to a stop, but I believe that if he had lived he 1-rould
have advanced the affairs of these parts very much, and 1-:ould have served
Your Majesty well in view of the valor and zeal which he displayed."

******************
From the context of Father de Rada's account, Juan de Rivas and the
unidentified Portuguese envisioned a stra1t crossing North A:nerica in a
~outhwest-northeast direction based upon their personal knowledge of the
gulf and river of Saint LaHrence and some unspecified information defining the 1.restern outlet on the Pacific coast. Their concept visualized
the land mass of Asia as extending continously eastviard and north of the
Arnerican continent in the .manner that some of the cosmographers of that
day believed it did. In consequence, they termed the northern shore of
their strait the "Chinese shore." The North Pacific Ocean was then of
unlmown extent and was believed to be much smaller than it is. Considering that de Rada was probably recording this story in the Philippines,
it is being spoken of simply as an extension of the sea in that area,
that is, this China Sea. j
.

1.
2.
).

To the Spanish in the 16th century, Florida included all of the
Atlantic seaboard from the peninsula of Florida to the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence.
Pedro Menendez de Aviles, the co~nander of the Spanish expedition
that was sent to depose the French from Florida in 1565 and who
founded the City of St. Augustine.
At least one early map names the sea between Asia and North America
the Golfo Chinan. See Zaltieri Map of 1566, Wagner, Cartography of
the NO;thwest Coast of America, Vol. 1, p. 57.
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Appendix VIII .
The Account of N. de Norena, continued.
Noteworthy is the mention of many small islands described as landmarks
by which the western entrance of the strait could be found. Although the
description that they were on the side of the strait toward the South Sea
of the north may be ambiguous, depending upon its interpretation, the
statement that they were on the north side coming from China is specific.
Coupled 'd th the landmarks given for the strait itself, the relationship
of strait and islands is strikingly characteristic of the entrance to San
Francisco Bay 1-lith the Farallon Islands lying offshore. ·
Although the Farallones are geographically located south of the Golden
Gate, they actually lie north of a course from China or the Philippines as
it would be l~id down on a Mercator chart, that is, about west-southwest.
Ihe analogy would be particularly true for the 16th century concept of the
Pacific Ocean.
From the context of the account, the strait is described as though
approaching it from the west, and the landmarks are coastal landmarks by
which it could be found by following the coast alone, as was stated. The
left side, that is, the north or Chinese shore, vras very high, with pine
trees, as is the north shore of the Golden Gate with its steep bluffs
reaching a height Of more than 900 feet and With high country northHard
with fir and redHead forests on the coastal slopes. On the other side, or
San Francisco shore, it is very low, but also Hooded, ''hich is relatively
true, for the heights are less than 400 feet and diminish to the dunes and
flat slopes of the Sunset District on the coast. Also wooded may be compared to the brush and scattered laurel and oak which once dotted the
San Francisco side.
If Cermeno had been given this much information in 1595 Hhen he sailed
for the west coast; whether based on the !"lorena account or not, then his
action in sailing out to the Farallones from Drakes Bay raises an interesting point of speculation, for then it would have appeared logical for him
to find this strait by standing into the coast south of these islands ,just
as the ships from the Philippines ,.;auld do to guide themselves by those
landmarks. The reconstruction of Germano's course from Drakes Bay indicated
that he lay-to overnight just south of the Southeast Farallon and stood in
for the shore the next morning instead of sailing directly for Point Aiio
Nuevo down the coast. Though coming close to the Golden Gate by this means,
he was never in a good position to discern that there was a strait, and
failing to see one, his disillusionment is apparently reflected in his
comment for that day.
It is tempting to draw a parallel with the Golden Gate and the description of the strait being seemingly very small, is very large and deeo, but
the context of the account clearly makes this the eastern entrance, unless
it can be inferred that de Rivas and the Portuguese considered the whole
strait to be of that character to where it disembogued on the Pacific coast.
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The Account of N, de Morena, continued.
In this respect, it becomes a matter of interest to determine what part of
the Saint Lawrence River was referred to by the above description, In
following the coast down toward the southwest on the northern side of the
Gaspe Peninsula, the nearest approach to an entrance is at Cap Chat, but
this has a width of 25 nautical miles and, though very large and very deep,
it could hardly be seemingly verr small. From that point on, there is no
significant narrowing until the Isle de Oleans is reache.d, but in all probability, the place where the entrance is struck was at Quebec, where the
river abruptly becomes a narrow, deep strait about a third of a mile wide. 1
The description that in the strait the wind was of no service, but
that the currents draw them into it and take them out is probably based
also on a personal knowledge of the Saint Lawrence River, which is a salt
water estuary as far as the Isle de Orleans, As far inland as Quebec, the
range of tide is large, being between 10 and 14 feet at neap and spring
tides respectively, thus requiring a sailing vessel to be navigated largely
in accordance with the tidal currents.
Father de Rada may have ascribed a latitude for the western opening of
the strait, but if i t had been anything near 38°, Cermeno had positively
indica ted that nothing was to be found there >10rth mentioning by the time
Coronel wrote his letter to the King in 1597. Instead, Coronel implies
that the strait might be found near 42° latitude by inferring that whales
known to abound in great numbers in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence had passed
through the strait and emerged near that latitude on the west coast, Since
he does not otherwise assign a latitude to the we.stern entrance to the
strait, i t is possible too that he privately entertained doubts of Cermeno's
discoveries below 42°, as it is known that in Mexico there was a feeling
that Cermeno nad seen very little from the launch.
Instructions to Vizcaino:
The second document mentioned as containing an indication of Morena's
discovery is a set of instructions issued to Vizcaino by the Viceroy of
Eexico, the Conde de Honterey, for the voyage to the northwest coast which
was made in 1602-0J, Although Vizcaino's primary objective was an exploration of the north1<est coast, l-;onterey gave him, in addition, the option of
exploring the head of the Gulf of California on his return if he had time
and resources.

1,

Frorn Quebec the river is navigable by seagoing vessels to Hontreal
and varies in width from about a mile to three tniles, It is surprising that Cartier's discovery that the river ended in rapids
above Montreal was apparently unknown to de Rivas and the Portuguese,
thereby rulinr-: out any possibility for a through strait. The fact
seerns to be borne out in the account credited to Fr. Aguirre, however, as the river ceases to be navigable in about 45° latitude as
stated in his account,
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The Account of N, de Morena, continued,
In the instructions for the latter objective No, 23, there is a
curious restriction on passing beyond latitude 37° or 38°, or even going
to 37° if there was any sign that the gulf turned east, or east-southeast,
or west, or west-southwest within ten or twelve leagues (30 to 36 nautical
miles) of reaching that latitude. Significantly, San Francisco Bay lies
within those latitudes, and the reference to the gulf turning there could
conceivably refer to the Golden Gate, which trends west-southwest, and to
San Pablo Bay, which turns east, and to Carquinez Strait, which trends
east-southeast to southeast.
Although it might be pointed out that in 1582 Sir Humphrey Gilbert
published a map in a disc<1urse on the Northwest Passage shmdng the head
of the Gulf of California as branching northeast to link with the Saint
LaHrence River and northwest to possibly enter the Pacific Ocean at 39°
latitude, he located the branch in 34°, unmistakably with reference to
the junction of the Colorado and Gila rivers.
Nonterey had made it clear after Vizcaino's voyage that he was not
in favor·of discovering a Northwest Passage, and it appears evident in
his instruction that he v1as fearful of one being found, His instruction
No. 22, included here, alloHs Vizcaino to proceed beyond Cape Mendocino
in about 41° for one hundred leagues (about 300 nautical miles) only i f
the coast Has found to continue to run tm;ard the west, One theory of
that time held tha ~ from Cape Nendocino the coast would trend to the east
until it reached what is now known as Hudson Strait. This was probably
the route by which Francis Drake had hoped to return to England after his
raid on the west coasts of South and Central America. The limitation of
dis·~nce beyond Cape J.:endocino which Vizcaino was permitted to go had the
additional effect of keeping him Hell below the strait which Juan de Fuca
said he found between 47° and 48°,
·
Instr..1ctions to Vi?;caino
,.No. 22. The precise comrr..and v.rhich you catTy is to discover,
inspect '?lld ms.~) all tC.e ports, bars, beys end ,:;nsenaclas, capes and
pcJints frogl the Co.bo de San Lucns to Cabo 1-~Br~doc.ir~o, 1·:ithout faili.nc to brl.nr bs.c}: a fit clear stateme!lt of Dnythine:: important re~::~rclj_ng these.
In so1nc meetin[s vrhich I h~~re held "\·Ti th scme expert
e.nd expe:>:ien~ed persons it has seemed advisable that, onc-2 you have
ir..spc~t~2a anO. discO"~.Tel·ed CEbo I.-!endocino, you have a fair vrind and
one n~:.;i ther ve.r:r con-t1·ary nol' one which by its force mie:;ht end~;nger
~¥our t:.r·.::::~~l~:Ln~~ ym.~r m.'J.sts or losint:?; your r:_c;;:ir...g, you should employ
::..·:::."?. .30:"1::~·~--l':; d.:lic:e~lee ~n E:1-~plorinc as far n.:; C:-!l(; J3lanr:!O, vrhich is in
0
l~l~ •
.~·.::; the co::>~st is n·:d.thf.:;:::· J:..:r.:.m·.rn nor h'1s been seen f!.nd J.n con:Jcqu"-::!J'.:,-, ~~heT'' is not!!in(i; certain 2.Dout it on the maps, if you should
·f'J.nd th-:;t f:;:·cm c~"t·rJ H~nC~l"'Cino to Cabo Bla::1r~o it runs tcn.rard the 1·188 t
,:/•-->U :::;··,A.ll r·er!onnvit(;r 1. t fo:!:' a hun(lrr::d l28Cii.·~:; ::mel nv rr-Jre. Ravine_;
:~;~curr.;-:li s!"!·2d this, ~ ·r,:;-n t1-~vu~Jl th:.: '.·1inds be :f.'n·.;cr8ble, do not go
78l't~·l,;:,:~, 1:-..:t t.::':l.o::(-: t.he return route to C3.bO S;~n LucAs.
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Instructions to Vizcaino, continued.
";;o. 23. Once havinG reached the Cabo de San Lucas, after acthe disco•rery ;,hich you hsve under your charge, if you
have ,,,1_nd and it is not from the north and you have sufficient food
to acccmplish an zntry into the Californias you Hill do so, folloHl.ng
the coest from cape to cape, examining the ports ar1d ensenadas from
th:: ca-oo de San Lucas, entering by the muuth and cmainp: back as far as
the Fu~1·to i'.e la Navidad, unless the southi·Test 1<inds do not e;ive out.
In such case you 1-.~tll talte advantage of them, end co on RS far as the
winG. pemits, inspect.i.ng the quality of the country and the climat<e,
and seeinG if the inhabitants, of ·vhom I have heerd a great deal, llear
clothes cr :::al~e r.ny sho1l of :1ur.ibers or of quo.li ty, Ul1til yOu reoch 370
or s.t ~ost 3E3°) unless pl~evlously the seB had shm.,rn sicns for ten or
t~-:o-el·--e le~:--._:es of turninG to th<2 east or C8.:::t-suutbc:8.Gt or 1-rest or
~~?est-so·J.tb:ve.st.
..:..n suc~1 D -:::o.se, l:hG.l! you d:iscu\~er this, no mutter 1:here
yO',)_ :.~~:· b-:::, you 1-.rill turn c:)out 211d return to tbe con.Gt of Navidad
or 0sla.::::-,;.Q, inspec-t.in~ evel~J-.-J~h1ng as far as th-2 \.Jell-krrmm ports
of' this ~·Te 1.-~ Spain.
co~.plishin:;
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APPENDIX IX
TIDE PREDICTIONS FOR

NO~JJER

AND DECmiBER, 1595
DRAKES BAY, CALIFORNIA

Data compiled by
U. S. Department of Co~~erce
Coast and Geodetic Survey
ENVIRONNE:NTAL SCIENCE SERVICES AININISTRATION
Rockville, Maryland
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY
WASHINGTON SCIENCE CENTER

ROCKVILLE, MD.

20852

ENVIRONMENTAL· SCIENCE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
September 7, 1965
IN REPL.Y REFER TOt

2323-161-SIP 2
Mr. Raymond Aker
Drake Navigators Gu~
2605 Waverley Street
Palo Alto, California

94306

Dear Mr. Aker: ·
Your letter of August 17, originally sent to our San
Francisco Regiqnal Office, has been forwarded to us for
reply. Although we do print a limited amount of
astronomical data in our tide tables, this agency is
not responsible for specialized data of that nature.
We are therefore referring your request for the
moon•s phases for the months of November and December
1595 to the Nautical Almanac Office, U.s. Naval ·
Observatory.
In response to your request for predicted tides for
that period, we are enclosing predictions referred to
a datum of mean lower low water. Natura~ly, these
predictions must depend on the assumption that there
have been no substantial changes of land features in
that area and that normal weather conditions were
prevalent. We hope they will be of help to you.
Sinc~ely

yours,

~A.tr)f:)~

William D. Barbee
CDR, USESSA
Chief, Marine Data Division
Enclosure
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NAVY DEPARTMENT
U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY
WASHINGTOH, D,C, 20390

2 November 1965
'

l.

Dear Mr. Aker:

f

I
I

Your letter of 17 August to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey has been referred to the U. S. Naval Observatory for
reply.
The following tabie contains the Gregorian dates and
Greenwich civil times of the phases of the moon for the months
of November and December 1595.
Phases of the !1oon 1595
Gre,;orian Calendar
Greem;ich Civil Time
NeH l1oon
Nov. ld 22h
Dec. l 08
Dec. 30 21

First Quarter
Nov. 8d 2lh
Dec. 8 16

F\tll.l1oon
Nov. l7d 02h
Dec. 16 19

Last Quarter
Nov.21"
Dec.24

d

17
00

h

These times are accurate to Hithin one or tHo hours.
Sincerely yours,

~~/~~-1~~A
Director
Nautical Almanac Office.
Raymond Aker
President
Drake NaviGators Guild
2605 Waverley Street
Palo Alto, California 9hJ06

Y~.
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DRAKES BAY, CALIFORNIA, 1595
TIMES AND HEIGHTS OF HIGH AND LOW WATERS
NOVEMBER

H.M.

HT,
FT.

DAY TIME
H,M,

0310
0930
1615
2253

1,5
6.1
-0.6
4,7

Sll 0021
0717
1336
1912

T 2 0353
1005
1704
2355

2,0
6,2
-1.0
4.6

F 3 0437

HT,
FT.

DAY TIME
H,M,

HT.

0,9
5. 0.
2.0
4,0

T21 0304
0629
1150
2003

4.0
3,6
5,3
-0.4

512 0102
0748
1417
2010

1.2
5.2
1.5
4.0

W22 0356
0733
1248
2053

4.1
3.5
5.0
-0.2

1045
1755

2.5
6.2
-1.1

M13 0137
0817
1435
2103

1.6
5.2
1.0
4.0

T23 0441
0850
1359
2146

4.2
3.4
4.6
o.o

5 4 0059
0523
1125
1849

4.4
2.8
6.0
-l.O

Tl4 0210
0843
1527
2153

1.9
5.3
0.6
4.0

F24 0518
1014
1534
2235

4.5
3.1
4.4
0,3

s 5 0203
0615
1212
1945

4.4
3,1
5.7
-o. 7

W15 0243
0906
1559
2243

2.3
5.3
0.2
4.1

525 0553
1131
1708
2325

4.9
2.4
4.1
0,7

M 6 0311
0718
1307
2043

4.3
3.4
5.3
-0.4

Tl6 0315
0928
1632
2332

2,6
5,4
-0.1
4.0

S26 0628

1237
1835

5.3
l.6
4.0

T 7 0416
0834
1412
2144

4.4
3.4
4.7
-0.1

Fl7 0348
09'+8
1707

2.9
5.3
-0.3

M27 0013
0702
1335
1949

1.1
5.7
0.7
4.1

DAY TIME

w1

wa

FT.

0514
1009
1534
22lf4

4.6
3.4
4.4
0,2

S18 0023
0420
1009
1746.

4,0
3.1
5,3
-0.4

T28 0101
0737
1427
2058

1.6
6,0
-0.1
4.2

T 9 0602
1140
1655
2336

4.7
3,0
4.2
0,6

519 Oll5
0457
1035
1828

4.0
3.3
5.4
-0.4

W29 0148
0815
1518
2202

2.0
6.3
-o. 7
4,3

FlO 0642
1249
1807

4.8
2.6
4.0

M20 0209
0537
1108
1914

4.0
3,5
5.4
-o.5

T30 0235
0845
1607
2302

2.4
6.4
-1.2
4.4
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DRAKES BAY, CALI FORNI A, 1595
TIMES AND HEIGHTS OF HIGH AND LOW WATERS
DECEMBER
TIME
H.M.

TIME
H.M.

HT,
FT,

TIME
H.M.

HT.
FT.

F 1 0323
0936
1656

HT.
FT.
2.8
6,4
-1.3

Mll 0654
1351
1955

5,3
1.1
3,6

T21 0304
0727
1251
2019

4.4
3.2
5,0
-0,2

5 2 0001
0411
1020
1745

4.4
3,0
6.2
-1.3

Tl2 0039
0725
1427
2055

2.2
5.3
0.6
3.7

F22 0343
0840
1402
2104

4.6
2,9
4.5
0,2

DAY

'

DAY

DAY

s 3 0058
0505
1105
1834

'•· 4
3.2
6,0
-1.1

W13 0121
0753
1504
2150

2.6
5.4
0.2
3.8

523 0421
0958
1530
2151

4.9
2.4
4.0
0.7

M 4 0153
0559
1153
1924

4.5
3.3
5,6
-o.8

Tl4 0200
0822
1539
2239

2.9
5.4
-0.2
4.0

524 0500
1115
1707
2238

5.2
1.7
3.7
l. '•

T 5 0247
0703
1247
2012

4,5
3.3
5.2
-0.4

Fl5 0238
0850
1615
2328

3.1
5.6
-0.4
4.1

M25 0538
1223
1838
2331

5.6
0.9
3,7
1.9

4.6
3.3
4.7
0.1

516 0317
0917
1653

3.2
5.6
-0.6

T26 0618
1324
1959

5.9
0.1
3.7

T 7 0426.
0942
1456
2147

4.7
3,1
4.1
0,5

517 0015
0357
0949
1731

4.1
3.4
5.6
-o.8

W27 0024
0703
1419
2109

2.4
6.2
-o.5
4.0

F 8 0509
1103
1617
2231

4.8
2.8
3.8
1.0

M18 0102
0438
1023
1812

4.1
3.4
5.7
-o.8

T28 0117
0748
1512
2209

2.8
6.3
-1.0
4.2

5 9 0546
1213
1736
2313

5.0
2.2
3.6
1.4

Tl9 0143
0527
1105
1853

4.2
3.4
5.6
-o. 7

F29 0213
0834
1601
2305

3.0
6.4
-1.2
4.3

510 0622
1307
1849
2357

5.1
1.6
3.5
1.8

W20 0225
0622
1153
1936

4.2
3,4
5.4
-0.5

S30 0306
0922
1649
2353

3.1
6,3
. -1.2
4.4

531 0401
1008
1733

3.2
6.1
-1.2

w6

0339
0817
1346
2100
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